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ace," he said. "A, Sputnik
could fade out as it passed
--the earth ---
I Vilska. an 'engineer at
ivatel istening post, said
"salmosts tire" the signals
tot fakes-
were the familiar "beep,
eep" signal of the Spot-
Newsmen at the United
bureau here heard them.'
the telephone from the
adio station,
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:ACUSE. W.
350 persons, sat watching.
sovie "Man on Fire"
; State Theater while fin .
;fluffed out a blaze in tis
g's basement.
OTHER HUSBAND? — Much-
rried Barbara Hutton (etc.)
Cramm tars sith report-
at an airport stopover on
way to Cuernavaca, Mexi-
as here she haa one of her
nes Behind hei is socialite 6
il.p van Rensselaer. her es-
t or lata.-H• is toutedoss her
it husband, once she stieds
oat -Got t t rieo Cur Crams%
mar net are iiittarootioauti
.1111111111111111.111&
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PACE AGE BUDGET SENT TO CONGRESS
Truman Boosts
Self, Hits
At Ike
NEW YORK ill -s- Former
President Truhian appi‘red to-
day to have closed the door to
his possible participation in a
White House conference on for-
eign policy -by making an attack
on President Eisenhower.
Truman. who is in New York
for a series of speaking engage-
ments, said Sunday he would
"Isave to find out what the
program is" before he would
accept an invitation to join other
Democratic .and Republican lead-
ers in the conference being plan-
ned under the Chairmanship of
Eric Johnston. s
41, . "Let's cross that bridge when
we come td it," he said.
Johnston, a foemer president
of the U.S. Chamber of Corn-
?tierce, said Saturday he might
ask Truman, euilai E. Stevenson
and former President Herbert
'Hoover to take part in the con-
ference which was proposed last
week by the White House. It
would mark the first occasion
e, the Eisenhower administration
• has sought Truman's advice.
Truman told reporters Sunday
he though Mr. Eisenhower was
neither "a good policy maker"
nor "a good budget maker."
He conceded the President had
been "a great military command-
er in Europe and in NATO when
he had some one to tell him
what to-do."
"Who told him what to do?"
Truman was asked. 
s •
'The commander in chief," he
replied.
"You were the commander in
chief, weren't sq-A-fr he was
asked.
"Yes," Truman said. .
The former President then
discussed Secretary of State Jahn
Foster Dulles whom he described
as "doing pretty well" when
he served as a State Department
consultant under Truman's secre-
tary of state. Dean Acheson.
"Dulles needs a boss," Truman
said. "Ile doesn't have one."
Truman said .a good president
v.as a good policy maker, One
who knows where he is going
and carries it .out." He said
a good president "must be a
good politician and sell Congress
a bill' of egoods, and Congress
is perfectly -willing now to do
something if someone will tell
them what to do."
"Eisenhower doesn't carry out
the policies he propoees," Truman
said.
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'OUNG DON'T CRY"
"NO TIME TO BE
YOUNG"
1NDAY!
MUCH FUN / S
ante"
WARNERCOLOR
o. WARNER BROS.
Itse reso/s/
11"S MIMIC
S PAJAMA-GIRI.
N IS ON.THE SCREEN'
11-1V;Eddie Fawn
CAIRHILLAk LUXURY—The Grace line's new luxury liner Santa Paula
ways of the Newport News Shipbuilding company, Newport News,
commudattona for Caribbean fravet, and will be ready for service in
Quartet To
Sing For
Methodist Men
The Methodist Men's club of
the First Methodist chtirch will
-heads Its usual meeting in the
social hall of the Educational
building on Wednesday nigh",
January 15th at 6:30 p.m.,
prograrh will consist of
a number of slings by the Col-
lege Men's quartet. They will
Sing songs of both spiritual and
popular nature.
The meeting will adjourn in
ample time for -all present to
attend the Murray-Middle Ten-
nessee basketball game.
Communist Paper
Dies In Outburst
Of Self Praise
NEW YORK ttr —The Daily
W.irker.• mom' hpiece of t h e
American Communist Party for
34 years, died -today in an ef-
fusion of self priase.
"Mistaken we . . undoubtedly
were at time, but never dis-
honest, never guilty of deliberate
perversion of _truth," 'an editor-
ial in the final eii3b said.
, The newspaper suspended
publication for lack of financial--
suisport from the national com-
mittee of Communist Party.
The committee would not long-
er support the bankrupt publi-
cation's "freacikim from Mos-
cow" policy-. enunciated by edi-.
tor John Gates, -who resigned
from the party last Thursday.
The weekend edition, called
The Worker, will continue tvitli
a probable circulation of about
10,000. •
Duncan Home
Is Burned
Fire destroyed the farm home
Of Mr.' and Mrs. Alfred Eugene
Duncan Wednesdas morning
about noon. The Duncan.s were
not at home at the time
In addition to the dwelling.
the fire destroyed all the house-
'held furnishings of the young
couple and the family auto which
was parked near the housle
Accordint member of the
-facially, The_ _ originated some
distance' away from the Duncan
home where a neighbor was
turning off his garden. The
fire got nut of control and burn-
ed across a two-acre plot of
greund and destroyed the home
before help could be summonk
ed.
Anyone having anything in
the way of clothes or other
donations is asked tos ,contact
the Duncans or Mrs. Duncan's
mother, Lola Massey.
• es asst.
Festival Of Arts
Planned By Local
AAUW Branch
A Festival (if Ax :s us being
of tfie American -Association of
sponsored by the Murrty branch Passes Away
University Women January 14)-
24. The Arts Cornimetee .it
AAUW is initiating this first
festival in cooperation with the
Tine Arts Departrnen .tot Mur-
ray State College and Sock and
Buskin Club for the purpose of
developing a greater apprecia-
tion-of the fine arts in the _com-
munity, according to Mrs. Ann
Ochron. cortnmittee chairman.
La Serva Padrona The Maid
as Mistress). Giovannia Pergo-
lesi's opera in two acts, to be
presented 'Phursday. J-alwary 16
as 8:15 pm in, thr Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Building, is the first
in :he series of three programs.
This early eighteenth - century
work in the form of ;he „opera
buffa is produced by Prof. Law-
rence Rickert, music director,
and Prof. Thomas _Gregory;• .
d ra mat ic director. .e
Art' in Contemporary Society.,
a symposium arranged by facul-
ty- and Muctents id the Ars Divi-
sion, in conjunction with the
17th semi-annual Jury Exhibi-
tion, will be presented in the
March 'Ed filegoy Hail Gallery,
Fine Arts Buiing, a:,7:30
Tuesekly. January 21. Following
psoirsassT .issesr. wassobs a her, Alpert Newberry of Colorado
reception and ,'pen house in the
,rprings, Colorado. . -
She had nine grandchildren
studios and gallery. of the Art and thirteen great-grandchildren.
rests on the girder-webbed
Va. It includes latest ac-
September. (international)
Mother Of
Division.
An Evening of Modern Dance,
a concert program by Louis-
ville Jewish Community -Center
Modern Dance Workshop, will
be jointiy presented by AAUW
and Sock and Buskin Club Fri-
day. January 24, at 8:15 p.m.
in the -college auditorium. The
dance workshop _composed of
fifteen dancers has been per-
forming in Louisville' for the
past seven yers. For -three con-
secutive years the group has
Performed wit the 'Louisville
CIVII Ballet Company. • -
The public Is invited to at-
tend the three programs of the
festival.
Vet Man To Be Here
Next Wednesday
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Rep-
resentative of the Kentucky Dis-
abled Ex-Service Men's Board,
will be present on Wednesday,
January 22 at 'the 'American
Legion Home.
Nisbet will be present from
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.•
Pace Arrest Two
During Weekend
- City Judge Jake Dunn said
this mornin•g that two arrests
hadoolsgen made in Murray dur-
ing the weekend by the city
police. One person was arrested
and charged' with public drunk-
mites, anti the ether, wan charg-
ed with drunken driving, Dunn
said. _ward&
4
•
The 1959 Budget
At A Glance -
WASHINGTON Ir —.The
budget at a glance:
Taxes — no relief for average
citiren; modest cuts for small
business.
Postage — five-cent stamps
proposed fur out-of-town letters.
Spending -L. up more than
one billion dollars .from this
year to record peacetime total
of, 73.9 billion. Nearly 40 billion
oo dollars foe 'military. Increased
'IP defense outlays partly offset _by
cuts in farm benefits. other
federal subsidy programs.
1959
WEATHER
REPORT
(- DOWN
'And Live
By UPStTSIX-. MEALS _ ''''''
Southwest Kentucky —• Cloudy
and mild with occasional rain
..iday and tonight, high near
to :es./ Low tonight in mid-30s.
Tuesday mostly'rlaudy - and mild.
Some 5.30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington_ 31, Hopkinsville 40,
Bowling Green 38, Paducah 41,
Louisville 33, Lexington 36 arid
London 32. • -
'Evansville, Ind., 35,
-
111
Local Woman
' MIti• Stisan McCord. are 112'.
passed away at the home of
her daughter. Mrs. Bernie Miller
on _January 10 about 700 p.m.
The funeral was held on Sun-
day, Januars 12 at 2:30 at Golden
Pond. Kentucky with Mr. Herr-
ing of Almo and Dr. H. C. Chiles
officiating.
- Burial was in the Matheney
cemetery with the Milligan and
Ridgeway Funeral Home of Dos.-
er. Tennessee in charge.
Mrs. McCord was born on
May 8. 1875 in Stewart County,
Tennessee, the daoghter of Bud
Newberry and Kittle Page (New-
berry). She was a member of
the • Christian Union church of
Golden Pond.
Survivors include her husband
Walter McCord; one diughter.
Mrs. Bernie Miller of Murray;
one son Bill Stahl of Chicago,
Illinois: four sisters. atm Joshie
Wallace , of Dover. Tennessee,
Mn" Wilson Shaw ef Catfairnia,
Mrs. Beulah Faoshee and Mrs.
Martha 'Meredith both of •Cntos
rad(i Springs. Colorado; one brit-
_
Morton To Appear
On TV Program
WASHINGTON SF — _S n.
Thruston B. Morton (R-Kyo will
appear (in a television program
with Prsident Eisenhower. Vice
Prdiside t Richard Nixon and
other high Republican officials
at Chicago next Monday.
The program in addition to
being seen on a national tele-
vision network also will be view-
ed on a closed television circuit
at dinners marking the opening
of the GOP's 1958 national ton-
' greisional camapign.
The Louisville dinner - that
night will be addressed by Und-
ersecretary of State Christian A
Herter.
The seating of M(1rton at the
head table with prominent Re-
publicans is being viewed- by
some as an indication the Louis-
ville Republican is being groom-
ed as a vice presidential candi-
date.
How  Much Is A
WASHINGTON Is — The bud-
get deals in billions of dollars—
nearly 74 billions of dollars.
How much is a billion dollars?
Here is one illustration: If
a person had started to spend
one dollar every mintlte when
Christ was born, he would by
now have spent only about one
billion dollars.
as
Long Range Missile
WASHINGTON. — Dsfense
i Secretary Neil H. McElroy today
Lisclosed plans ts build- a- third
- baTs--e for launching 5,000 - mile
interconenereal
He said funds for the project
are in President - Eisenhower's
new budget and work on it will
:.art in she 1959 fiscal year:
'McElroy told Congress the
new budget .also includes funds
to begin production of t h e
Polaris, the Navy's subrnarme-
launched 1.500-mile solid foel
The defense thief discussed
increased military spending pro-
Posals in closed /Jour testimony
before the "House Armed Serv-
ices Commit tee,- which opened
today a full-dress investleAtion
of where this 'Country stands in
.he arms race %eh Russia.
Building Started
MoElrhy said the DefenSe De-
partment jireacty- had started
building w o intercantinental
eaKis.le misslle (ICBM) bases
and ha- Junds for a third in the
new budgetiose-Sesee- --
The_ firs; two bases he appar-
ently referredso to „are Warren
Air Force- Base in Wyoming—
to i; a wartime lesincgopg site
—and Camp Cooke, Calif.—pri-
mailly a training base tur ICBM
McElroyasarid that by spending
extra money on :he Navy's POI-
arts missile now, it will be ready
for use two years earlier than
"we thought was a seasonable
expectation only a few months
arf
He "aid 'rice Polaris is "one of
our most premising missile, sys-
tems." When perfected, the mis-
sile will be launched from sub-
marines, either on or below the
surface of the sea.
Work Speeded
McElroy told the committee
itiai work on the Polaris "is
being accelerated and produc-
:len started."
McElroy contended this coun-
try is in a "strong position- from
;he standpoint of missiles which
are known to be in the hands
,if U.S. and Soviet Ir sips.
He said the "critical area" is
that of the 1.500-mile and 5,000
mile missiles, still under 'de-
velopment.
"We do, not have positive evi-
dence that Russia as ahead of 11S
in ,hese long-range missiles, but
the only basis on Which we can
properly operate is to . aume
that they are," he said.
Robert Harrison of Hardin,
Kentucky was admitted to the
Murray Hospital this after•
noon about 2:25 after having
suffered burns in an explosion
at the National Carbide at
Calvert City.
" Ten • othire*W4to were also
burned were admitted to Riv-
erside in Paducah. Mrs. Earl
Anderson. registered nurse
from' the Goodrich plant, ac-
Compnied Harrison to Murray
via ambulance.
Little is known about the
explosion except that the No.
2 furnace was involved. Harri-
son suffered extensive body
burns.
MN 111=111 II
Murray DAV Chapter
To Meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter 50 of t h e
Disabled* American Veterans
will meet Tuesday night, Jan-
nary 1-4 at 7:00 at the American
Legion Hall.
All disabled veterans are urg-
ed to attend to help make plans
a lopeciol meeting which is
scheduled for January 28.
DIBIEPHOBE OR DIXIEPHILET
MONTGOMERY, ' Ala •—••
Police said that a thief who was
either a Dixiephobe or a Dixie-
pinto shinned up five bower
poles- to steal confederate flags
put up as decorations lot toe
Blue-Gray football game.
Be Built • Chandler Rehiied
FRANKFORT ir --The state
Irish and Wildlife Resourcek
Commission today voted unani-
rnetisly to rein-itateo 'Kendall
Th Ma's to his position as wild-
life c,:nservalion supt:vi,sor Woh
retroactive pay through the per-
iod of his sension.
Thomas was suspended last
rri,rch after an incident at the
Ballard County Wildlife Reftile
near Wickliffe in- which he ar-
seeed state Fish and Wildlife
Csmsnissisner Earl Wallace on a
charge of violating hunting vio-
:ations.
In parsy with, Wallace
were Gov. A. B. Chandler and
John McClintock, chief enforce-
ment officer at :he refuge.
, The csimirrission•-toek the sc-
ion -this morning at a brief Sea-
.4:on wi h onis sta.e Atty. Gen.
Jo M. Ferguson and members
'he press present.
Ferguson told - he comenlasion
hat Wallace had submitted in-
:striation to Film regarding dif-
"fictitties 'between him and Ma-
mas which 'rtitedated. the Bal-
lard COurity incident.
Ferguson s a i d. "However,
these dEfficulties are so connect-
ed with masters of, personal dif-
ference between the two men
bat it seems unlikely thee- a
court of equity would find suf-
ficient .legal evidence upon
which it could sustain an action
of dismissal.
"Upon the basis of the legal
evidence Submitted to me.• I
tterefore recommeixt that Thott.
nvas be reinstated to his position
es fish and wildlife law enforce-
ment supervisof."
Tom Theobald. of Grayson, a
member of the commission, then
made a motion to reinstate
Thomas, including retroactive
pay from the date of his dismis-
sal.
Theobald said, "Thomas might
have been justifiably hard some
time ago. but Mr. Wallace, in
his heat and paesion might have
jumped the gifn. He probably
thought he was doing right.
"In view of the facts, if he
had legal grounds to fire him
before, heedid riot do it.'
Theobald's motion was second,
ed by J. Sam Sternberg, Nicho-
whe; alsti remarked that
the cornmisssin ought to lake
up recommendations that he
made several monhs •a g for
frliertening up some of the de-
partment's procedures.
Sternberg said. "It is an un-
fortunate situation that we find
ourselves in that has been
trough about by animosities
since the change of -administra-
tion.
"Morale is at its lowest ebb
and this incident has made it
worse'."
Third Base May Man Who Arrested •Record Peacetime Spenclinu Of
73 9 Billion Dollars Asked
By DAYTON MOORE 3/1.9 bill'om dollars—an inceease
United Press Staff ftr.rresoonoene 
of 900 milliOn dollars over this
year.
WASHINGTON -IP —Istesident This increase in defense spend-
Fsioenhessor sent 1.0 Congress to- '.rig c- much ,mailer than scme
day- a space age budget caliing eongresional civilian
ft,r ree,rd peacetime vending of
73.9 billion dollars. Much :if it
.-; to meet Russia's 'challenge.
He -ruled GUI a general tax
• se—sr increase. Bu: .he_urged
:T:CrCiiSLS ,in postal rates includ-
- ng-a h:ke ta five cen.3 for oot-
1-Town regular letters.
The budget submiSrd . today
vas for, fiscal year 1959, w-hich.
•siths July 1 his year.
The 'President said ;he "grow-
est danger" of Russian progress
.n. missiles, coupled, with Soviet
. ejection ef workable disarm-
men:, demanded the .big, spend-
r. The- United Sates must
how determination to semain
the many strengths
ksep the peace;" he said.
He -put nationa'
sscprity over lesser needs" in'
ooth civilian and military "pro-
',rams. He preposed sharply
stepped up spending for, _longer-
range missiles, nuclear armed ot
powered ships, science and edu-
cation.
He advocated curtailment, re-
vision or ehm.naticn 'of civilian
programs. such as flo contrei
farm aid, housing and financ.a.
31i1 t he 
conceded.sueh gay would arn uric Ip
b°
*AM. in has
4 459 etit-- 'r-,41gAiit •--flte-
kong.
He refused to put any money
in The budget tor riming an,
new reslaniation flood ewer.);
,ir navigation projects.
Smell Susplus Seen
0ouno.rig in early reversal of
the downward • economic trend
:he President est:mated federal
budget oceipts in fiscal 1859 at
74 billion dollars-.
Xn originally estimated sur-
plus of 1.8 billion dollars for
this fiscal year was revised to
a • 400 dolhir deficit be-
cause (of tract-cased defense
spending and because :he recent
slowdown in business reduced
tax revenues. •
He said he will aaic Congress
for another temporoiry increase
in the debt ceiling -if 275 billion
dollars. In sortie recent years,
Ci:nittress has- granted' a tempor-
ary increase of as moth as six
billion dolla;s. The debt nose
exceeds 274 billion 'del Lars
, A totll 47.1 bi'lion dollars,
64 per cent of the budget. was
allotted for -protection" -- nu-
.;fristieurity and f5rergn
This was an increase of 800
million dollars over 1958.
• Of t'his 'prated on" money
the U.S. armed forte- would gel
,
•
•
—
an dscientific Leaders have been
clamoring for. The special Rock-
efetler panel last week, urged
an increase of three billion dol-
:ars, this year, to be followed
sy astisional s:milar increases
.n he next several years.
Reflecta New Age
The badge: reflec.ed "the
4w41-ly moving character' of tile
time" when he oo-rld is- moving
the space age Woh science
anti 'technology almost' daily op,e
ereng "wholly new viatas to all
msnkirel,"• the Presolen. said.
"I :eel .canfident that this
budget express .•litel 'way in
which the AineriCan osebille wit:
want to respond to :he promises
and dangers' of the dawning age
of, space conquea.,' he said
"New dimensions must be 'adoSti
to our defenses • and outmoded
activities musi' be discarded."
Devotion 'of more of the no-
-tienal effort "to these compel:-
Jig sask." he said, will mean
limiting "our. demand- .or mess
seeratial trOices, and benefits
provided by the federal govern-
Mew."
But it is the: price of free
(Continued on Page Four)
Ministers Of,
Murray Hold
Meeting
Eight ministers from' Murray
ond 'Calloway County met last
Wednesday. January 8 for the
monthly meeting of the Murray
Ministerial Association. T h e
meeting was held in the .Goshen
Mehodie. Church in Stella.
The ministers heard Rev. Paul
Lyles speak on the "Problems
it Communication of the' Gli3-
pel." Preserst for the meeting
were the fallowing ministers:
H, yt Owens, T. A.• .Thacker,
Paul Lyles, W. T. Th irnas. Wt
L Hill, Orval Austin, Lawrence
Ricker: and Brii,-, Matthews.
'The February meeting of the-
Minditerial.. Association wall be
held in Murray al the Memorial
klaccisr chureh.
A 'luck :supper was held at
the College Presbyterian Church
in early January by the associa-
'ion for. the -ministers and :hew
wives. .At the meeting on Wed-
nesday, plans were made for
another social gathering in the
near future.
F,1110w.ng the meeting in Stel-
ha, the ministers' lunched to-
gether at •a restauran; in Mur-
ray.
Tilghman To
Play Here
Tomorrow
•
The big Blue or Tilghman will
roll int(i Murray toreortow night
for what has annually been a
topflight basketball attraction.
Murray lost by only one point
last year at' Paducah, and the
year before the game went into
overtime -play -.before Tilghman
Won the game
The 'B' team game gets under-
way • at 6:45 and the varsity
squad will make its appeargnce
at '8:00 o'clock. •
Murray has played an improv-
ed brand of ball this year,
showing , up .especially well in
the last game with Mayfield. --
Althisugh losing' the game, 51-
.49, the Murray Tigers played
top notch ball, with the passing
and guarding showing great im--
proVement.
Another good game is expected
With .Tilghman tomorrow night
at the Murray High gymnasium.
•
*SHARED" HUSBAND—Mrs. Kathryn Weiss (left) of New York
and her "best friend," Mrs. Karsen Gould, a divorcee now living
En Los Angeles, leave Supreme court In New York, where
Mrs. Gould testified that tn 1953 she spent the night with Mrs.
Weise husband. Mrs. Weiss la suing her husband, John D.
Weiss, for divorce. (international Soundphoto)
ales
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_THE LEDGER & TIMES Benton Indians
LEDGER TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc. Cl •
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942
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or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
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caip a la
Friday Night
The Beaton Indians: visited a
y
"NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:, ,WALLACE WITMER CO, 1368 
':range teepee Frida night but
I Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 907 N. litchi- 
held a familiar war party as
gan Ave., Chieagts; 80- Bolyston St., Boston. '-heY _KatPrel _Serla I ia,_ 90-65.
'
S. Entettod t Post he t•Office,' 
badnessThe big quintet from Marshall
Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Cla.ss Matter at the epd of the first period
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier al Murray, per Week 20e, per but had rolled to a 20-point
month 85c. 'In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3-50; else- nikrgin at the halftime inter-,
CI *hero $5.50. , mission, 48-28. .
Joe Dan Gold,(Inchan forward,
• whipped the netting for 30 points
to lead his team,, and to take
••••••••••••••••••00•••.NN•••••5•asNi0140•••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••• , gameClore tossed in
123
A
in
r).
v.
2
County- was leading -by 19 points
19 points for the losers.
'Benton 2148 63 90
Sedalia  17,28 44 65
  -Sento*
Forwards: Gold 30, G. Jones
2. Peek 16, Stice 4.
3I()NDAY — JANUARY 13, 1958
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is
the kingdom of. _Heaven._ ___ _Aden. 5a.
The Great Nazarene washed. his disciples
feet, taking the place of. the humblest ser-
vant. Pride wins nd friends, but it alienates Centers: Gammel E. Juries. •
and repel's. Guards: Peck 9, Duke 12, 
And-
erson.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••41••••••••••••••••••••••••• udalia (65)
Forv.-ards: Clark 19. Page 13.
Ten Years Ago Today • Cen-ft7•rs: Hendon 10, meiviri.
Ledger & Times File 
i 9.Guards: Easley 14. Armstrongft
-
James M. LaSsiter_son of Mr. and Mrs. E, A. Lassiter.
RFD 1. Murray. has been appointed to the editorial staff
of the Kentucky Law Journal, quarterly student publi-
cation of the University of. Kentucky College of Law,
Dr., Bay Moreland, professor of law and faculty editor._
annOunced today.
AnnotinCe,meni‘is made by Mr. and' Mrs. Paul Dailey
of Hazel. of the December 25 marriage of their,d-aught-
er. Gwynn, to Calvin Key, son of Mr. and-Mrs:Jesse Key
of Hazel.
Coach Edward Curd's' New Concord ,Redbirds jumped
into an early -lead and held the margin all the way-to
. top Almo 44 to 37 on the Concord floor last night.
1•.
Thurman-. •Cuniord forward. led the scoring parade'
for the evening with 17 points. s.
The Eagles of Tennessee - Tech' will be in Murrayl
, Thursday night to play the Murray Thoroughbre
ds for '
the atth tithe. in a series that has stretched over a period
. •of 18_ years. .The Breds will be trying for their 30th win'
,in the Icing series,and Tech for its cfifth.
Congratulalions to. -Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Si-I-Other-
Man., RFD 3. on the birth of 4,,daughter, n.aMett-Peggy
o 
i
Marie. horn n jantiary we4.%hing. 9 111147 3
DUNCANWINS TOURNEY
RYE. England 4 Anthony
Danean, 43 - year - 1d British
A•slker Cup golfer. beat h-
-wet Gardiner-Hill, 3 and 2. Sun
nay to win the Oxford a n d
Cambridge. Golfing. Society's
t ornament for 'the- president's
?utter Duncan also wan -the
•urnement 10 years ago".
-
WELCOME FOR ITALIANS
• BELFAST N a-thern "Ireland
•tft -The Italian -soccer team
recesved a WIC= welcome from
Irish tans. Sunday when it ar-
r.ved for its World Clip kerne
with Northern Ireland an Wei-
esanas. The Italians were three
hotirs late but a large crowd
e JOS'S for them on a snow-
s tvered air strip.
Wrestling Progra
•
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Whatever
Happened To
Eppa (Jeptha)
Rixey
By UNITED PRESS
It was -a greet break for
baseball when the 1912 Phila-
delphia Phillies persuaded Eppa
Rixey, a graduate chemist it
the University of Virginia, to
foresake his test tubes for a
fling pitching in the big
leagues. He toiled -for 21 seasons,
first at Philadelphia, then at
Cincinnati, and in the process
won more games for Cincinnati
(179) than any other pitcher.
His record of 266-351 was re-
mark-at:de in that-I-Vet
years were with second division
teams. Still, the towering south-
paw had four 20-game seasons
and twice won 19.
Whatever happened to Eppa
Rixey7 Now 66, the popular,
drawling Virginian, still is a
resident of Cincinnati where he
owns his own thriving insurance
business!'
ON THE BALL(PLATER)--Iona college's Tom Fitzgerald exe-
cutes a leapfrog play over Cincinnati Xavier's Al Gundum
in New York's Madison Square Garden, but such heroics
came to nought as Xavier won 11-61. (international)
Bearcats To Play
Host To Wm.•
By JOHN 'GRIFFIN 56point Madison Squate Garden
United Press Sports Verner •
fLisketiaall's 110A eat hsradhne
act—the serevational sophOmore
vs. the seven-loot Stilt - wilt
be trying to steal the ehew
again tonight from upsets
are rocking the" e mference races.
lie sorahoinure, rush-bound-
ing Oscar Kotler -.oh uf Uncut-
nail who has seized the national
recurd performance of Thurs.
day. passed Cirambertain by
eyelash in the scoring race
Saturday night when lie hit the
necessary 35 points right on the
head during a- 127-57 rout of
North Texas State.
Robertson's sudden' appearance
as a top star pushed a couple
of stunning upsets lightly into
Set At Almo High 
..jralig lead v.-oh an average of •
32-.3 per g ame , 
t mie. :ade during the weekend.
puints 
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
East
Boston .1; .5'; Army ..36
Dartmouth 82 CiOurebia-6e
• Cornell 58 Harvard 55
Pittsburgh 71 Syracuse 68
_Connecticut 77 Holy Crso 68
Temple 83 Lafayette' 66
Fordharn 74 Adeephi 62
Pennsylvania .92 Broven 76
Rutgers 64 Penn State .63-
Princeton- 39' Yale 77_
„Rhode. Island 55 Northeastern 54
W. Virginia 93 G. Washington 66
LaSalle 111 Villadea 105
Massachusetts 65 N Hampshire 49
Niagara 93 Colgate 76 •
Marshall 69‘ Kent State 19
Georgetown DC 89 American 78
New York C. 87 Nicoy 76, •
Dayton 47 Canienis 43
u eSt_ - Bna%nturt 75 lona Si
•
Miss Mae GooSner
A professional wrestling card
will •be
OW to anprov e teat brilliant
mart wken ;be Bearerts pay
bust to Houst.on,
n live-TV and both- have be-.-
-oine top TV stare-, Each of
'hese mat stars will be trying
i hard- ,for the victory in thismatch.
Most anything can be' expected
•o happen when these two men
ie into each; .other in a S out
.t 3 fall - hitir battle. t• •
day night.. Jan. 14. at Ain..
Starting time 8:15 p.m. Tues.- GI d G
Hop' School ,G) m. Prices: Adult -
klc....Childi-en 50c.
Doors open at 6:30 "o'clock sent
There will not be any advan,c1._
And sex-en-loot Wilt Cham-
berlain of Kansas, idle with a
gro.n injury venele nis 32.2 aver-
-age sti.pped to .mcvna °est,
n ,nes back into action
-n a ipone againet Colorado.
Robet:sun. li.liov..,:ng up ti s
:Chief casualties were former
national chlAtmion North Caro-
lina. whi.pped 74-61 hy Mary-
land. and previously - unbeiten
ltisdisslpen State, --a 78-61 loser
to Georgia Tech.
Eacaping • the upset lightning,
however. was national leader
West Virginia, which romped to
its in 12 s.arts,
over Ge tree Wa4hinCon. T h e
only other Major unbeaten teams
in the air ion are: St. John's
N.Y.) and Boston C ;liege, both
idle- during the weekend.
In addition to West Virginia,
other high-ranked • teams • to
snore victories SatCoslay mclud-•
ticket sale, all tickets sold 
•
first Come firs; served basis.
ANDERSON COPS Tall
PE'RT'H. Australia l - Mal
Anderson. Australia's tennis -
playing cowboy. win the men's
-singles" title in the West Aus-
tralian _chrempii;nships Sunday
when he beat tette.: country-
man Neale Fraser. 6-2. 4-6, 6-2,
MOBILE. Ala. IP - The Mirth.
15-13 victor over the Seuth in
the ,nMth annual Semen. Bowl
game, thanked, its lucky stars
today that South coach Paul
Brown didn't bring Lou (The
.Toe) Groza along from the
Clei•eland Browns.
'The only thing I could think
was that Brown - didn4t have
ed: Kansas State (No. 5), 74-
59. over Nebraska: Bradley (No.
-7). 116-80. over H Riston and
Oklahoma State (Nis 9), 51-43,
vier Tulsa.
Duke- 76 N Carolina Sat e 75
Geotipa leen. ,a 5L 61 
'Tenneaset tech 817 Tiliane 65
Virginia lecol 86 Vleit_ 63
& Siry 72 itiehmend 66
CaLaue, 85 Ferman 69
-Wake Forest -81 Virginia 72
Kentucky 97 Louisiana St 52
Merylana 74 Nerh Careipa. 61
Alabama 72 Georgia 58
at &15 pm at the Almo High
Siftrud- Gy m -The-rnaretrost-
sorest by. the. Alme PTA.,
On This all-star card will, be
tour T-7-he nation's outstanding
wrestlers. For the la-dies Match,
M WS Mae Goodner will go up
against Miss Penny Banner. in 
SLAVS MAKES .D.esur
a 2 ;Jut ;11 3 fall,- 1 neur battle.
Miss' Lite/genet has oeteated 
NEW . YORK IP Mu-
South eareana 74 C.:emer; many of the top .soy wrestlers
iorida 90 Auburn 66 1in the short time that she has
. Memphis St. 75- iiirray St. 66 oecn Wressung. She prefers the
• Muruheau St. 79, ienn fecb 69 'seen. styte
out can'.dtsh -Out rough-•reatment
it necessary'. to see Ai :•N tesoo-
net once. sou Will"ego to see
her in acaen again and again.
Miss Banner is a blonue beauty
trIm • SY who has
Leen seeresoeu in Judo, as she
"align; Jude as the A.. ana
soen uses it in her 'wrestling.
Banner is ra,eu among.. tht
,p fise icsay- werstlers the
nation, anu the No. I contencier
V;t' mond Lady Lharripiiin-
,anip. •
Oklahoma State 51 riesa 43 ' Action, thftlls and - excitement
New Mex.. AiSart 65 Hat-Sun 51 are 'in sane ter tni; fans, when
a W. -Okla S' 64 ..., - rick two gins tie inte ea
ch
17. Cent_._ Oi".5 50 other.
Cent Okla-. St 57) ihere will be a siizting matett
celcia St: 46 et tweenosthe rough and tough
'Issas WeS. (ii to Lao dots" 41.i lamps. is.. star, -Leo Waiiiek
iley 64 Arka.-ne•:•-•' he sagainet -.the
ArkareasterSt) fel)ss. Southern 46 popuiar sunset-MSS' New ' York
West • -• star. Reggie Parks. Parks well,
• Oklanoula 51 Coiorado 41 no douoi. be' able' to hold he
Wrirm-ng--.411 ti•••.“.r   . own against Waiiick as he can-
Idaho St. 86 Colorado Col 5; . aria .wei. hetreireary. -tlesti out
lsoyela .111. 71 Air. Rine Ace. 50 . the Same punishment, Parks. likes
Ctah 81 Utah St. 57 to keep his - matches clean ano
. UCLA 61 lc:mho 56 e Boole e by 'the ruleo arid his
Washingien 60 Stanford 54 . ciever tactics, in the ring have
California 47- Washington Sto•i32 made him very {,,pukar with
USC 73 Oregon 52 the faro,. Regale will have to
leyeaso& Ciaek, 63 pacific Ii. 55 !watch Fvery move- Leo Wakes,
San Diego S: 83 Arizona 76, a- he deTighis in purnifirria his
SU.14' -Fran 'Stell 67 Nevada 52. reipinere, tinortItLerot tac-
Seaolee 77 Port land -47 • , •.;••••• Boo: men etiore. been- seen
-Midwest
Wisconsin 67 -Ohio, S; 64
• Michigan St. 84 Purdue 75
Inuuana tta !onion el
Kansa:, 23' 74- Nesze-ke •59
Cineineeei 127. N: deices St
- 151 lisc-"e'.TtT7"d Mi.:near. ;2
Maiqui ,-; 60 Loutsvioe
Litl'aui 03 Duquesne 54
• Briers; y .116 Houston 80
St: 51 itrake..47. - -
5. lieewd t,2 N leak ea
lowa at 62 Nlis;euri 55
• Southwest
•
land- and Helen Waters 4 Aus-
tralia won the wemen‘s- dooblel
crown • with a 6-1.6-0 conquest
Ut.._Auatraira's Jill Langley arid
Margaret Reibinoin
'▪ a 26-year ‘.id student fr.eri
Yugosta..a. will. m at( e
Arneacan track debut next Sat-
urday night in the Bodeen K ;if
C mete_ Mugoste -run.e• 1500 met-
ers at 3-43--the equivalent of a
41.02 mile.
. Tuesday
Kirkwy at Lowes
TaiMman. at ..M.urt,ay High
Muyray Trug. at ttenton -
S Marshall at N. Marshall
- Atomic Schedule
, Monday'
a roza
'W as Ab
coach Joe Kuharich of the Wash-
Ingtmr-ltrthrkins to summing up
the key, moment ,..of 'hi game
in which top college settlers play
for pay foe the first time.
That came with -33 seconds
left in Saturday's classic, and the
South on- the Yankee two" yard
line at the end of a stalleo
70-yard drive. Billy Atkins of
Atiburn tried for the field goal
that. weuldd have meant a 16-15
Rebel win, and tne bete -went
u•ide by a scant yard.
Power On Probation
•
SAN JEAN. P. R. IP -Kaneas
City firs, • basernen• Vic Pawer,
playing %sinter ball in the Puerto
-weir
pr ibatisn until .Feb. 15 by
league president Carle'. Garcia.
Garen* said the action was 'taken
"f, a• ;he good of the league"
because of a recent fight, between
Power and ummire Jim Waist.
Wilson One
Up On Former
Boss, Parker
LOS ANGELES 118 - Big,
good natured George Wilson was
one up on his former boss -
buddy Parker - tod%y after his
West team scored an almost
ridiculously easy 26 to 7 victory
over the East in the eighth
annual Pro-ttowl game Sunday.,
The West'sowin before a Pro-
Bowl record crowd of 66.634
came less than 48 heirs after
Wilson and. Parker sounded
hearts and flowers to end a six-
m ths feud which began when
Park Quit as Detroit head
coach in a- huff, and Wilson, his
assistant, watonamed to replace
him.
Four times the always alert
West defensive secondary-.- an-
chored by three - great Detroit
defensive Stars, Joe Schmids-Yaie,
Lary and Jack Christiansen,. plus
Green Bay's Beblaa Jack Dillon
-picked off East {lasses. o,
Three times the West converted
the anferceptesps to, touchdowns.
The other West seizes. were
tv,7o- field goals - one for nine
yards and one for twenty-three
-by unerring Bert Rechichar of
Baltimore.
• PM:burgh's Earl Morrell, the
gat on three interceptions, pass-
ed 39-yards to Cleveland's Ray
Renfro for the East's only score,
which gave the. outplayed East-
erners a short-lived lead early
in the second period.
IN THE DUMPS
NORMAN, Okla. --Sr-- The;e
is a class at the Univirsity sf
Oklah.sma-that heeds its labors-
pry seseions in a garbage dump.
The stud ts also poke their
noses into ter wells. meek
and dairy :cal George Reid,
associate professor civil en-
gineers and sanitary sc e ex-
plained that practical field
North Marshall Upset
By Madisonville Fri.
The North fell again Friday; 
,Tair-2, Wright.
night in an upset victory by a
strong Madisonville five that
handed the Marshall Countiahs
a surprise 81-68 setback before
tanir at Madisonville.
'It w.ars- the third less lot This
pOwer from the First Region
that clipped Benton from an
,1anclefeated position and fifth
place in the state. South Hopkins
firit stopped the fast moving
Jets to snap their eight-game
winning streak. Since then North
Marshall had fallen to only one
other team, Tilghman in the
Paducah Invitational. Friday
night's loss marked the Jets'
worst beating for the season.
students a knowledge of public
heahh practices.
• 
At Gilmer, Tex.. 'an annual
sweet festival called the
Yarnhoree is held_ • .
e Maroons -Slipped "-Sato a
16-10 first period advantage and
were never headed, in stopping
their visitors. -Madisonville led
by only seven points, 52-45, at
the end of the third stanza but
came back in the final . canto
to wrap up an 81-68 victory.
This was the second defeat ;or
the North suffered at the hands
of a Second Region squad.
Madisonville guard. Jenkins,
led the scoring with 29 Points,
Hall topped the Marshall County
effort with 20.
Madisenv i I Pe e • 16, '35 52 81
North' Marshall  10 26 45 68
Madisonville -01) .
Forwards: Butter IT, Young 11,
Almo Warriors
'Win Over •
Kirksey High
The Almo - Warriors won' a
66-53 victory over rival Kirksey
Friday night on their home
court.
Kirksey held • the upper hSnd
at the end of -the first quarter,
18-13, but • saw their margin
shrink to two points. 31-29, •at
the halftime stop. The -warriors
forged ahead in the third stanza
and e•ere leading the Eagles,
46-39 at the end of the period.
Almo was able ,to increase its.
margin to 13 points, 66-53, as
the contest ended. Almo was
a two-point victory in a previouS
meeting between the two squads.
Overby led the way for Almo
with 21 points and Lamb. and
Lovett added 13 each. Danny
Edwards topped the Eagle effort
vrttir'1-&-peetts.  
Almo 13 29 46 68
Kirksey  It 31 39 53
Atme (66)
Forwards: Ferguson 6. Lee 9
Center: Lamb 13.
Guarde• Ovelthy• 21, Lovett 13,
Bucy 4.
Kirlamy (53)
Forwards: Jones 3, Key 5..
Center: Reeder 14.
Guards: Edwards 18, Bazzell
4:Parker 6, Adams 3.
Centers: Walsh 9, Whitfield.
Guards: Jenkins 29, Buchathin
11, Abernathy, Ashby, Hendrick,.
North Marshall (68)
Forwards: Doyle 15, Lampley
-Ho
Center: Hall 20.
Guards: Ricks 10, Powell 4,
Larimer 5.
Pitch Forks
Of Blue Devils
Too Sharp
Saunders in TV Debut
•
HOLLYWOOD .111 - Henry
I Red) Sanders, head football
coach at UCL.A, will make his
first a.priearance on television in
a dramatic role on in.- 16 as
co-star in the Playhouse 90 pro-
cluteion of the "80 Yard Run."
an____offer
ol; go to Texas A&M thy, week
i'11 favor of 'remaining at UCLA.
TODA NEWS TODAY IN
The pitch forks of the Slue
Devils were sharper than the
claws of the Wildcats and Lowes
defeated •Lynn Grove Friday.
night 95-67 on the countians'
home floor.
Defeat could not be traced,
however, to any lack of offensive
effort on the part of Rodney
Warren, the Purchase's top scor-
er. Rod tallied 42 points • lies
thriv Blue Devils scored hiA
in the double figures and LA/2,4“ •
rolled to victory leading at eve:;,
quarter stop.
Forward.-Lestie Bone, was high
for the victors with 30 points
and Courtney was close behind
with 29. Hughes lilt for 19..
Lewes    11 37 67 95
Lynn Grove  7 21 43 67
Lewes (95)
Forwards! Hughes 19, Bone 3
Gourley •3.
Centers: Courtney 29, Lowe I.
'Guards: Perkihs I, Oliver. 4,
Holt 6, Miller 3.
• Lynn Grcive (67)
Forwards: Manning 12, :Lamb
7..•
Centers: Adams, Moffett 2.
Guards: Butterworth 4, Warren
42. McCall-n.
THE DAILY LE-IkGER TIMES
Murray Loses As Tiger
Dol h S Pull Away Late In Gamep c ayes
Passes Mikan
• - ;
.dy UNITED PRESS • ,
Adetlph .Schayes- of Syracuse
has , passed &enrage Mikan as
tne 'highest scoring. pla/er in
professional basketball history.'
Shayes did . Siinday night
. lea he poured- 161, 23 points
n 'a. 135-109 victors by the
NationalS over the Detroit Pis-
to
e 'year old ex-New York
• eersity star now .h-ss an all:
14.7-70: peones which
he scored in 655 games during
JO seasons as a pro wilts Syra-
cuse:* -Mikan's; previous 'record
was' 11.764 wants during a dine-
...leer pro span in 439 games. "
Cincfinnati-4tored it third vic-
tory in as many days with a
ts-
Benton es. Princeton .at Fredonia111aig.s 
27-point
O-89n7trium  
performance
'phieerBee.n. ledCiift
Lyon County Merchants at . Con- 
rungham • 
the St. LOUIS Hawks le a Ilt-105
win over the floundering Minne-Murray Knights al Hardin o
may/toes amt,-Orop, eel- Possum. paPnihialswLaarkr7m,_-_anddefi.atthcyd -PtheilaNdelw-
Trot a! Sharpe
Hogg The-- ftruggist vs. Icast_York Knickgrnockers..115- 110, pi
••• Construction at _iiharpe iwerlinte. . •
1.-Murray _State Thoreughbreds aMemphis. S,t ate handed the it ,57-155 'Sn ort field eormeC
tion
p75-66. loss in the sports arena
here Saturday night.
t5
The Memphis State team broke
he ice 1-0 but Murray tee*
'Wei and. centrolled the first
half, leading 43-39 at the inter-
mission • The ,Tennesseans finally
caught up with the "Racers at
48-all and took' the, lead on a
free throw by Hayes. Then a
basket - swapping lead - changing
pattern set in.
A fight..rbroke out on the
-Tloor in the firs-t Wall and Terry
Darnell and Bob Swander were.
ejected' from the ball game.,
Swander was later reported to
have suffered a broken jaw.
Tom . Datnell replaced brother
Terry and led the Murray' scor-
ing with 16 points.
Two-boyi- from near Murray
.-were instrumental in the victory
for Memphis. Bib Hayes from
Henry. Tennessee', Just south of
Paris and Orbie•Arreild of May-
field. Arnold .141 with _15 points,
one more thah Hayes who 'tossed
in 14.
Memphis Went &heed for good
. • .
Two Darnell
eligh Scorer
s.,
'4
by _Hayes. The Racers cut the
Iced to two poineespe in,. the
enntest afte.rihi. Tigers had
twice buitioue, at 'as ,rra
scored s close Die gap to 66-64
six - regts lead. 'J'oe Willmore•s-  
with 0 little more than two
minutes left te play. But the
TerinesiSreans again pulled away
on freeehrows- to ice the game,
Murray hit 18 of 29 (obi shots
at: eoineared to 29 of 37 attempts
beethe victors. The 'Breds con-
heaeri on 24 field goals and
Memphis managed to- score on
23.
rwwards: Arnold J.1.. Hockaday
lo, price. 11. Has
Br,yan 2.,
t4irdst .Swander 5, Wolfe 6,
IIat04..Guininefabach 8.
• 
• • •
Foewards: r NI. Terry
Darnall 10, Tom Dartiall 16.
Centers: 'Sullins 9, Herndon.
Guards: Tebor,02, Wilmot': 9,
Alencter„Teler, 6, -Winders.
13. -. •
Memphis f75)
Murray State (66)
-
TITLE 6-OUT PLANNED
LONDON tit -Jack Solont
said Sunday nIght thIld he
planning to prom te a :title foe
between world light heav•ywelie
ehmenen Aretre Moore ..
Trinidad's YoLincie Pompey
Kinonon, Jamaica. So1an....4..
said he hoped to stage the bout
between March 1 and March 15.
- _
People 50 to 80
COPY DOWN THIS NAME
AND ADDRESS NOW. . .
• rite today to find
how you can still artply for
51.000 life insurance policy .
help iake care of final expcn-
without burdening your fan'.'
Mail a postcard or letter, gist
your name, address and age
to:
Old American Ins. Co.
3 West 9th, Dept. LIMB
Kansas City, Missouri
There is no obligation-a' '
no one will call on you,
ebayn•mhainldlt. the entire transacti n
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all Upset
rille Fri.
p'2, Wright.
'enters: Walsh 9, Whitfield.
:lards: Jenkins 29, Buchanan
Abernathy, Ashby, Hendricki.
North Marshall (68)
i'orwards: Doyle 1.5, Lampley
- - -
:enter: Hall 20.
auardsi Ricks 10, Powell
rimer 5.
'itch Forks
)f Blue Devils
['eo Sharp ,
The pitch forks of the Bloc
evils were sharper thin tar
aws of the Wildcats and Lowes
,feated Lynn Grove Friday
ght 95-67 on the countians'
ime floor.
Defeat could not be traced,
eeever. to any lack of offensiik:
'fort on the part of Rodney
rarren. the Purchase's top scot-
-. Rod tallied 42 Points • baa
trie! Blue Devils snired hi
the double figures and Loaves
stied to victory leading at -every
uarter stop. • a
Forward.-Leslie Bone, was high
the victors with 30 points
nd Courtney was close behind
rith 29. Hughes hit for 19..
owes 11 37 67 95
,ann Grove  7 21 43 IT
Lowe* (95)
Forwards! Hughes 19, Bone 3
lourley .3.
Centers: Courtney 29, Lowe I.
'Guards: Perkitis 1, Oliver • 4,
lolt 6, Miller 3.
Lynn Grove (67) '-
Forwards: Manning 12, :Limb
Centers: Adams, Moffett 2.
Guards: Butterworth 4. Warren
T2. McCalli,n. • a .
TITLE BOUT PLANNED
LONDON it -Jack Soloman
,aid Sunday night nail he
planning to pretteae a "tide figla
between world light heavyweiga-
campien Archie M o_o r e
'Trinidad's Yulancle Pompey s
Kano:it as. Jame tea 5011411.4.4-
sa he hoped to stage the baut
between Marea 1 arid Marva IS
People 50 to 80
COPY DOWN THIS NAME
AND ADDRESS NOW...
. Arid A Elk' !me
how you can still ailply
$1000 life insurance policy
help lake care of final expenses
without burdening your famA.
Mail a postcard or letter, SIVA
your name, address and age
to:
Old American Ins. Co.
3 West 9th. Dept. 1.11613
Kansas City. Missouri
There is no obhgation-
no one will call on you. I:
canshandle the entire transaca11
by mail.
U. of KENTUCKY
Vs.
TULANE
Mon., Jan. 13 - 6:45
Station WNBS
Sponsored by
ASHLAND
AETNA
A-PLUS
GASOUNES
'Sr' •
••••
••••
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WANT
se per weed ter ens day• minimum et 17 went, tee ille - Is per word ter three di
le. emastilai ale are payable la advaltee.
FOR SALE
PHONOGRA'PH 3- speed parta-
ble. New. $20. Phone Murray
2071-W. J14C
Proftalsor's Dream House. One
block from college. 3 bedroom,
two baths, study, air condition-
er, automatic heat. Phone 721.
TFC
860 FORD tractor and equip-
ment. Consider trade. Tractor in
new condition.. 
Howard Bran-
d n - - --
phone 2368. JAC
ststiasff -Wagon, 8 passenger, 1954
Ford A-1, power steering, over-
drive, radio and heater. 2-tone
paint, red. and white interior.
Priced to sell. Call 2277. J15C
FRESH FISH, Leonard Wood, 1
mile on Coldwater" Road. Phone
1067-M. Open from noon during
week days, all day Sat. •F4C
NEW & USED pianos. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky. J 13P
HOG SALE, pure bred. Annual
sale of bred gilt- Jan. 15, at
1:00 peri. Selling' 40 bred gilts.
Few hill boars and gilts. At
-Foster 4-Star Farm, 2t4 miles
southeast of Mayfield Hwy. 121.
JatC
NICE IQ rosin hutac 5 evems
arid basement let floor. $92.50
income on anti fluor. Double
garage. Large lot, near college,
Church and grocery. Priced to
sell.
NICE 2 bedroom ,hoane, near
school. Large utility, garage
CRrISSWORD PUZZLE
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attached. Paved street. A bar-
n.
D 30 acre farm. Good 6
room Plenty of outbuild-
ings, ferrets:I. One of best farm-
ing sections. Good road, school,
mail & milk route. See this one.
Galloway Insurance and Real
&date Agency. Ph. 1062. Home
151-M. J115C
NOTICE
LETS GET Aquainted. Thni the
month of January we will give
13 -Top Vaitie Stamps for each
duller you spend for oil change
or grease job. 10 stamps for
c4C1-. -3 gallons of gas. Let a
man with 15 years of service
station ex,perience service your
car. We feel that you will en-
joy doing bus/Maas with us for
it pleases us to please you. Free
parking with all service. For
pick up and delivery phone 9119.
Remember: If you don't -trade
with us, we both lose. Shell
Service Station, 6th & Main St.,
Murray, Keratieky. 1TC
GUN REPAIRING. Lamaurr
Britt's Gun Shop is now located
at So. 4:11 & Sycamore streets.
All types of- guns repaired. Your
business will be appreciated. (1 2 BEDROOM house, 407 S. 
11th.J13C $50 per month_ Bob Miller. Call
290 or 2647. J15C
WANT TO MAKE $15 to $25
in a day? Many are doing it.
Pleasant work for man' or wom-
an: No expenenee needed. Sayare
or full time. Will teach and
finance you. Write McNees Co.,
Freeport, Ill. ITC
Market Research
Interviewers
for CALLOWAY COUNTY
Part Time •
Late afternoons & evenings.
Salary $1.50 hr. & expenses.
Car eissontial. Write qualifi-
cations to Dept. R, Gray Ad-
vertising Agency, 430 Park
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Services Offered
a
DEAD STOCK removed free
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433. Union City
1308. A7C
"Parking is no Problem" at
Starks Hardware, 12th & Pop-
lar. Phone 1142 for free city
delivery. • • TFC
I HELP WANTED
Hawaii-Australia •
Overseas Construction
Clerical, carpenters, truck
drivers, mechanics, cooks,
welders, al! trades. Crafts-
men $750 month plus hous-
ing, f o o d, tranepooltation,
Arabia. South America, Alas-
ka, many others. 18 - 60.
Money back guarantee. Send
$2.00 for Foreign Jobsite List-
ings. AFC°. Boa 1416, Fres-
no, California. jate
BABY sitting job nights. Call
Dorothy Porter. Phone 1199-J.
J 15P
ELSZAISIETN IIIIEIPIENT'S NEW NOVEL
The Doctor's Husban111
0 1967 by Elizabeth Seifert_ Reprinted by permission of th
e novel's publishes. 
Dodd, Mead • Co. Distributed by King Features Bridle-eta
MATTER 36 I "Tracy, will you be serious? If
ON THE day 
emn Tracy and not . ."
Michael went to the Nisbet
farm the snow was gone over
great patches of brown fields and
deso grease the sun was warm.
and winter seemed behind them.
-But don't count on it." warned
Michael reaping limey over •
atone Wall -We still have March
to go
"1 know." she agreed. "But I'm
.....taking, anti enasfing, things ILO
they come these days."
l'Eucky you
- She turned to look at him, anx-
iously.
"Something wrong?"
He pointed- his pipe stem to the
roof of Dr Dana's house below
them "Same old something," be
growled
"Dana?"
He nedsial. ant' put ataa.plan
bark into his Mouth
They reached the Nisbet house.
and Tracy hunted up the book
which Mr Nisbet had asked seat
to hlm, they visited a little with
the caretaker, and then struck
off. staying to the road now,
pausing occasionally to admire
the rime of frost upon the trees
alortg the river -They look like
chandeliers of Bohemian giass."
said Tracy happily. 'Oh. Michael.
I've toiled ' this winter here,
haven't you?"
"Moat of it."
"Huh?"
Well. there's our friend t*re,"
he said grimly They were passing
the Dana nornr.
"What's be been up to now?"
"For ail 'his injunctions about
talk, he goes busily about putting
bees into bonnets, dropping words
Into eats here and there. Bees
on that subject. and woeds- Has
he. for example. said anything to
you about my coarctatlon case?"
"Michael!" She whirled to face
him, her hand on his arm. "You
don'tr.
"Yes," he said, in • troubled
way, "I do. Tracy. And I'd like to
talk to you about it. too. You're
a very good doctor
"Not any more."
"Oh, nonsense."
"I mean, a person gets out of
practices. ."
"Not in eight months, and be-
sides I know you read more of
my medicar mall than I do."
"Well let's say I have a per-
." verteil taste in literature. Besides.
1 bra the cartoons."
5,
I "Tell me about it." she agreed,
, tucking her mitten through his
' arm "I really want to know."
"A complication to the case,
of "Tidurse, is that Dana got wind
et it When I reported on the thing
in Staff meeting Lord. Tracy, be
pounced like a tabby on a catnip
ball. The man just took over, or
tried to. Didn't let me finish my
report before he wru, on his feet,
saying, 'Yes! Well, the thing to
"Did you have a row?" Her
pixy face was
"A rows building, and I'm
afraid it's going to he a big one."
She sighed. "For the first time
since corning here. I wish I could
sit in on those Staff meetings."
"Be , guest., Any time. You
*now I think--"
"Yes, I know. But-well-now
tell me about the ease."
"It definitely Is coaretation.
I.The boy was brought to me--
about ten weeks ago-with leg
cramps and weakness Tv* made
every test in the book, and it's
certainly a crimp in the aorta;
the brain pressure Is hlgh-".
"Prognosis?"
"Ile mav Ilse to be ten."
.."Is surgery possible?"
"Certainly is He's developed a
flne network Of auxiliary vessels."
"Where'd he come from? ro
you. I mean."
"Well- he lives in the neigh-
borhood, and--" Michael stared
off at the mountains, and at the
road Ahead. "At one time he was
Daiwa patient "
"Oh, Michael"
"Mlimmmmn. -Several years
ago, Dana told the parents that
the boy's heart was had, and that
they should keep him quiet."
"He keeps his coronaries too
quiet, I think."
"He does. Well-anyway. Dana
had not seen the boy in better
than four years. But . around
Christman Luther got the mumps,
and the family called me. I be-
came interested in the kid: he
can't go to school, of course. I
made all my tests, and 'advised
surgery.
-Then Dana- Haws says we're
touchy to each other, and I ex-
pect he's right. I am definitely
gunning for the man. And I just
as definitely suppose that Dana
knows it.
"But this case, Tracy-our per-
sonal war Shouldn't feature in it.
That boy reeds surgery to live
and he should be taken to Boston
for it as soon as possible. The
complicated anaesthesia alone
would put the thing beyond the
capacity of our hispital."
Again she stopped to turn, to
stare at her husband. "Dana
doesn't-!" she cried sharply.
"Oh. yes, he does want it
handled here."
"Oh, Michael ... You've surely
explained this to the parents."
"I've tried. But remember, I'm
working against the clinic's desig-
nated 'heart specialist.'"
Tracy walked along, thoughtful.
"Then it's the designation that is
at the base of your trouble."
"Yes, and I'm out to remove
that endorsement, that designa-
tion."
"Michael ..."
"It will mean a fight. Dana is
firmly established here, and ilod-
tors, as n class, don't like to up-
set the status quo. I may get no
backing. I may have to leave the
clinic-"
"But you stall think you hays
to do It."
"I think so, Tracy."
"I can see that, nor if you didn't
make the fight, you'd be on a
level with Dana."
"That's about it Of course you
must remember that Haws and
Girard and the other men have
never found it necessary to fight
him. And they're good doctors."
Tracy looked oft into the mist
ot coming night, and at the shad-
ows deepening in the valleys.-Mi-
crawl," she said slowly, "1 truly
think a man must do what ho
believes to be the 
.
tight thing.
He must!"
Michael walked along for a
hundred yards. "It must he hellish
to doctor as Dana does," he said
then, and he smiled at Tracy. "So,
1 think we've come to the same
conclusion, darling. In our own
ways. Will you help me?"
"Yes. If I think you need help."
-You've helped a lot this after-
noon."
"With talk? Well, that kincl of
help Is always available. Now,
let's hurry home. Mike. I'm cold."
Tracy lets her big +worst slip
sot in a heated dleeffnalon with
Dr. Buena, Don't miss the fast-
moving action in tomorrow'',
Inetallinent of "The Doctor's
Husband."
- ••• - • •••• • •• .01•
Community Loses
Half Of Business
EASBY, N. D. - (In - The
number of business establish-
ments in Easby was halved this
summer viten the government
decided to close its post office
after 63 years.
The only remaining business
as a grain elevator which serves
the farmers near this small com-
munity in the northeastern
corner of the state.
The tiny post office, which had
nine boxholders, transferred its
patrons to the larger office in
nearby Langcton.
COBRA FEEDING
CHICAGO IS -Richard Reich-
ert, director of she reptile house
at the Lincoln Park Zoo describ-
ed "formula" feeding a 14-foot
king cobra. 1. Go to the desert
catch a lot of five to six foot
ooschwhip snakes, 3. put them
in a freezer, 4. return borne,
aba 5.41e One Inlifie -kind Cobra
every two weeks.
SUBDUE COLD
SYMPTOMS:
IN 90 MINUTES
 If not pleased, your 59c back at
any drug store. BQ plus 6, a
two way treatment, has two
tablets. 'The small one acts to
ease sneezes, sniffles, runny nose;
the large one to subdue the
aches, pains and fever of the
cold. BQ plus 6 NOW at Holland
Drug Co.
LEE'S
UPHOLSTERY
SEAT COVERS
MADE TO ORDER
AUTO
UPHOLSTERY
Phone 2277
113 So. 13th St.
Eradicate Prevent
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
--Lieenaegi & Insured
Sara Kelley
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
1----FOR RENT
New Western
On Dull Side
Says Ewald
A NICE brick house at 206 So.
12th' St. Three • bedrooms,. living
roam, dining room, den, kitchen
and bath and a half, All drapes
turn shed, all modern conven-
iences, garbage disposal, dab
wasther, electric heat, camplete
air conditioning. and nice fenc-
ed in back yard. Immediate pos-
estaan. Call Cross Spann & Son
Real Estate. Photte 889 or 1562.
J14.P
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK an - ABC - TV,
the network that has gone big
fir westerns, took the next logi-
cal step this season when it un-
packaged "The Real McCoys."
It's a kind of far western.
Set in California's San Fernan-
do Valley, "The Real McCoys"
is a filmed series compounded
of pretty standard ingredients-
g family of characters dominated
by a grancipalw who has a crusty
exterior, but a heart of--aw, you
say it, I can't.
a sort of "you can't take
it with you" in overalls.
I would say the series has two
FURNISHED Room, convenient
for college boys. 114 N. 12th St.
,at Olive. Phone 1224-XJ.. J11P
FURNISHED APT., stoker fur-
nace heat at 304 S. 4th Street.
Phone 103, also house between
4th and 5th streets cotwerrient
to., court square, could rent bed-
room with private free entrance
or two rooms for business. Call
Mrs. B. F. Berry, 300 South 4th.
Phone 103. J13C
TWO OR 3 ROOM unfuraithed
apartment. private bath and en-
:ranee, 600 Posaar, one block
square. Mane 2085. J13C
4-ROOM HOUSE, oil heater,
available now, 502 S. 7th Stree„
$30 month. Allen Rose, sro S.
6th. J13C
redeeming qualities. One is its
restrained autuid track. Vnlilpi
so many of the other hall -awls
series bombing the airwaves, the
audience laughter of "The Real
McCoys" runs in fairly mild
counterpoint to the dialogue.
Little jokes touch off little tit-
ters and no wild roars, and that's
all to the good.
Cantankerous Enthusiasm
And two, It lhas Waiter Bren-
nan, Who wheels through the
role of Grandpaw Amos with
cantankerous enthusiasm. I say
this although I Mast_ confess
that crotchety old men have
never appealed much to me as
figures of fun. Like crotchety
children, I prefer them shot,
stuffed and mounted. But if it
is possible to make a cranky
blowhard endearing, I suppose
Brennan does it.
Grandpaw Amos is unrecon-
structed. He feels a woman's
place Is in the home and prefer-
ably, the kitchen. He doesn't
care much for books ("I can
read letters all right, it's when
they put 'em together I get
stuck"). He drives an outo so
old it wears 'horseshoes. He hatgs
officers of the law, Wears a
sweater with a hole in -the elbow
and his principal activities seem
to be fishing and baiting Flora,
an old gal who lives up 'the way
a piece.
Hangs on Stubbornness
Generally, each number in the
series hangs on a single theme-
Grancipastas stualborritiess. As
one of his grandsons puts it:
"The book all says we carne
from dust, but sometimes I think.
Grandpaw is made out of rock."
Thursday night's episode was
pretty typical fare. Grandpaw,
who hails from West Virginia,
needs glasses in order to qualify
for-his California driver's license
Yes, Virginia, they do require
a licenae in California, but his
vanity precludes the move.
His refusal to don specs-and
his family's efforts to coax him
into it-leads to some pretty fair
fun and pretty fair lines. Sample:
-Yes, durn it, I know the Presi-
dent wears glasses. But in his
job he has to. There's a lot of
people he has ,to see. through."
-A handbell - choir -has___. been
formed by Highlands Methodist
Church in Birmingham, Alaa.
The choir is made up of 12 to
15 high school students and each
plays two bells.
"SO HELP YOU ..."-House Speake
r Sam Rayburn {second from left) amebas in three molds
representatives in his office in Washington. They are 
(from left) Roland V. Libonatl (D), nun-
cas; John A.. Lefore. Jr, (R), Pennsylvania; Mal
an Glenn (R), New Jersey. (international)
POOH-POOH MURDER-Four of six teen-agers 'h
eld in Norwalk. Calif, as members of the "Green
Mask Gang" which has committed one murder a
nd several 11C11.10f store robberies display vary-
ing emotions from cockiness to shame in 
police custody. From left: Troy Chronister, 16; Wil.
ham Hughes, 17; Robert Henderson, 15; Charles 
Leslie, 15. (international Souunpaoto),
NANCY
BOY, I'M LATE
FOR SCHOOL
ABBIE an' SLATS
CHARLIE DOBBS IS AT WORK IN
HIS MYSTERIOUS NEW i013
HOW STEP INSIDE AND
GET COMFORTABLE, DOBBS .'
LIL' ABNER
PRISON DIDN'T DO ̀IA
NO HARM, LAEN.r.r ̀ IA
LC)OKS ̀IOUNGER -
AND YOU GOT A
BETTER BU)LT!!
•
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DO I HAVE TO
KNOW WHAT ALL
THEM LITTLE
DIALS AND
WIfEELS ARE
DON: SIR 7
by Ernie BnahmIller
j
iNVISIBLE 
GLASS
CO 
li.o•AL.-
.51V-/SHA4
NO-ALL YOU HAVE TO LEARN IS,
HOW 'TO READ AND TRANSMIT MESSAGES
'THROUGH THIS RADIO. NOW
tISTEN 10 ME CAREFULLY,
BECAUSE WHAT
SATAN TEACHES
YOU - I WANT
TO KNOW,'
YOU WAS CLOSEST
TO TH' LATE B1(.3
STAN ISLOUSE.
`JOU LOI N ED
FROM HIM —
LAC-P-11Y Flf -Vt9" Co PY FADED—Co-0Y 7-Firgre
••••
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-
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WE'RE
IN
BUSINESS
AIN!!
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SOCIAL CALENDAR All Eyes
Center On
The Tryout
Monday. January 13
The Taidaniteress Club wilt
meet .at six olcluck in the even-
ing at the-Grill on Main Street.
The werirstiop, begun through
ins-trues ions m.ven by members
of the Padix-ah and Cardinal
Toadanistrees Club at' tine last
meeorag, wild be continued for
the next few meediags.
The EuzellanoClass of t h e
First &Magi Church will meet
at seven e'clock in the ,.eveiting
in the home 4 Mies Marie
Skinner.
• • s •
The Pleasare Grove Homemak-
ers Club esil meet in the hume
L-.1 Mrs. Maggie Band- - -• •
The Sigma Depar.rnent of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 in the edening at the
club ,,use. Guest speaker will
be Dr. Will Frank Steely. His
subject is "International Reda-
t.uns Today." Hostemes a r e
Mesda- mes Will Frank Steely,
Roy Srarks, Medias Hoipincamp
and Geer& Hellanan.
- • • • •
The Junior Garden Depart-
ment, sponsored by the Garden
Dearanent of she Murray Worn'
an's Club will meet a: 3 pan.
in :he home of Mrs.- Fred
Gutless, '1616 Farmer Avenue.
• • • •
The Madie Belle Hays Circle
cif Finn Mestiothm Church
will nave La the S.Oetai hall 'at
730 an the evening.
' WSCS of the Ms-shocker. Chu rdh
will eticry Japan al the recrea-
tion hall at the church '31 10 arm
• • • •
Tuesday. January 14
The East Hazel Hordemakeis
Club will meet m the home of
Mrs- Harley Crag.
• s s •
Fire Methodist Chu-nth will meet
in the home of Mrs. John Win-
ter, North 16th Street, at 9:30
in the morning.
- The Waded:dm Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
By VERNON SCOTT
Unitscl. Press Start Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 117' - it Was
5:30 pm. in the cavernous gloom
of  ..a. 20th.-Casistury-Foit sound
stage when 50 crewmembera
grew silent and focused their
attention in a frightened 'little'
girl.
Klieg lights brightened a corn-
er of the stage. The camera
rolled. Producer-director Ge.irge
Stevens intoned directions, --"All
right now. Millie, write in the
diary ancldbelieve in what 'you're
d.
Matlie Perkins, a tiny sprite
of a girl in her mid-teens,
trembled and spoke In a bare
whisper.
Looking -beyond the lights into
the murk behineStevens, Millie
could see the face of the micro-
i•hone boom man, the camera-
man. perspiring grips who. pushed
:he dully in for a close-up.
and assorted grimsfaced techni-
cians.
It ' wasn't a group to inspire
an Academy Award performance.
Has Wonderful Face
But little • Millie, her pale
features tight with tensum, read
her ,lines: "It would be nice
to hade someone- to confide
"Cut," said Stevens. "Let's try;
it again. Easy does it."
This Was a screen test for
the title role in "The Diary of
Anne Frank." the second of the
day for Stevens who has tested
some 15 American girls and
many _mare in Europe for the
prize, part of the little Dutch
Wha-hid-, for two years from
the Nazis. .
Millie. a New York model,at. the Collegrate Restaurant on 
.
The Ann Haarettine Clam of Main Strett. 
did better on her second try.
the ?decisional Baptist • Church
• After it was over Stevens called
well meet .n the home of. Mrs. 
• • •
Lester Garkuvd. Poops. Street, 
K7,1,4111 The Paris District Suzannahs kindly,
at the Some of Mrs. 
a halt for the day, thanking her
, 
"She has a wonderful face,"m. 
• • • • . 
W. A. BCPwden• WINN. at II:00 he said. °Never acted before
7 p 
in the
Morning 
oiree_._ot_ihe morning. in
The Murray Girl Scout And.. did 
h‘e.er yliv.fe,e ut I thought shellh
c.anen will meet at-9:30 in the Deadline
orng at the Scout Cabin. . "We're 
51n  
looking iN ear
mni 
for a girl• • • • between 12 and 15 'years old
The Women's Association of for the picture. Our deadline
the College Presbancnan Church is getting claser. We start film-
win meet it the h,one of Mrs. ing in three or four weeks."
dharhe Crawforiad t 8 p.m. Mrs. After six months of searching
Ben Schee-Mr; is in charge of Stevens and his assistants have
interviewed. some 3.000 young-
sters. The field is nare ,wing,
but he hasn't yet chosen the
girl,
ts will be weeks before Millie
finds out whether she- wins the
role of Anne Frank. The odds
are against her, but at reast
she got as far as a screen test.
Moviegoers will have an op-
portunity to judge Millie's talents
in the next week or so when
Fax-Monletont News will include
in its newsreel segments of her
test with Stevens.
A strong audience reaction
might win the golden ring for
'the shy little New Yorker.
The
INCOME
TAX
FAX
Kentucky Sonety of Public
Accountants, an affiliate of
th• National Society of
Public Accountants
Mrs. Healey Swift as .10:30 in
the morning.
• • -• •
The Murray Star Chapter OES
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 in the Fvening.
• • • •
The five circles of the First
Baptist Church's WMU will meet
at 230 in the afternoon. Circle I
will meet in- the home of Mrs. ,
R. L. Seaford, 409 North 4th;
Circle--II Veldt Mrs. E. C. Parker, ,
709 Elan St-reet; Circle III with
Mrs. Jecithe Cathey, 1612 Main -
Streets Circle - IV in the home
of Mrs. B. C. Harris, Route ols
Circle V at the Baptist Mission.
• C
The Potlertown Homemakers!
Club will meet a: 11:00 with.
Mrs: -L.-Robertson a: 524 -South
4th 'Street on Tuesday.
• • • •
Wednesday, January IS
The Women's Auxiliary at St.
John's Ep.scopal Church will
ineersay .he hope of Mrs. Wri- -
ham Thomas, North ltIth Street,
at s-rte .n :he afternoon. s
• • • •
Thursday. J y 16 •
• The Horne Deparmerr. of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house with Mrs. J.
A. Outland as program chair-
man. Mrs. Ezell of the Ezell
Beauty School. will, speak. an
Good G rom rsg. Hostesses a r e
Mesdames Humphrey Key, Ray
Kern. R. D. Langston, J. E. Lit,
deton. and Melus Linn.
• • • •
The Business and Professional
Wixnert's Club will meet at 6:30
the program.
•• • • • .
The Women's Soc.ety of Chris-
tian Service of the First Metho-
dist Church will meet .at the
recreational hall at 10 , o'clock
.n the morning.
• • • •
Frida'n, J y 17
The New Concord HoenemaksIf sour isle or riuAirnd passed ers Club will meet in the homeaway in 1955. or later, you may Mary Montgomery ..atstill be able to compute  your
as 
cm
though yiSti -were filing • • • • •a joint' return. Th is usually , Monday J y 20makes quite a difference' in your j
tax bill and is advantageous to
you.
In genera: the term "surviving
spouse" means a taxpayer whose
sidetse died during either of the
two taxable years preceding 1147.
arid who maintains as his home
a housetdold which constitutes,
for the taxable year, the principal
place of abode (as, a member
of such a hOUSehid) Of a de-
pendent who is a sard stepson,
daughter or stepdaughter of the
taxpayer, and with "respect to
whom the taxpayer is entitled
to a deducion for The taxable.
year.
However, there are some limi-
tattonsl A taxpayer shall not
be considered to be a Surviving
spou.se if the taxpayer has re-
married at any tor% before the
close of the taxable year. toe
unless, for the taxpayer's taxable
year during which - his anduse
dies, a joint return could have
been made 'under the provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code.
A taxpayfr may obtain the
full benefils of income splitting
fur a period of 2. years -ater
the year in, which occurs s die
death of his spouse if he has
not remarried and, if he main-
tains as ‘his home a. aeusehold
wkich is the primpal place of
atoIde of a child or stepchild
with respect to whom- the tax-
payer is entitled Oa a dependency
deduction
If a taxpayer does not qualify
as a "surviving spouse" he ,may
still qualify a "head of house-
held" if he meets the require-
mentl. Thus a taxpayer' on the
calendar year basis whoSe spouse
died in. 1955 may. _taxable
year 1957. qualify as a "surviving
spouse." However. in 1998, he
rqust determine whether 'he eall
meet the requirements for ''head
of household," •
a./ • a. ••••
•
The Penny Homemakers Clbia
meets in the home of Mrs. Delia
Graham at I0 am.
S" SC . "
Atlantic herrin. is strictly a
sea feta fur unlike the other
herrings. the shad and alewife,
it does not enter fresh water.
Mr. and Mrs. Carle Rickie
have returned home at'sr spend-
ing several m.ertis with rela-
tives in Arizona.
• • •
Mr. arid Mrs. Herman Cude
and Mrs. 'Ruth Peay of Chicago
spend . the "weekend with retea
tives recently.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R a y
Bauer, announce 'he birth of a
win. Gregory Keith. -born De-
cember -22 at the- L.Inr.ln Hoe.
peal in Detroit. Mien. The baby-
.weighed eight pounds 9 'emcee
At--lairsh. --The--; Bartell., have a
claWer, Parrieda, age three.
Mrs. ' Demus Futrell recently
return --from a two weeks. visit
WIttr'-her (laughter and family,
Mre--.1. C. Callee of WashIngton,
D. C. •
• S • •
-Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ilarkett
and -dlio‘rters. Lane and Leslie
of Seasrnore. Ind., have rettirri-
ed home-after visiting rneir
Virents, Mr. and Mrs. pat I106-
ke••., -.Pural.ar Street and Mr. and'
Mrs J. R. itleY, Paris, Tenn.
• • • •
TOP BANANA
LOWESTOFT, ingland
Wifliam ,Palmer,,-215. began serv-
ing a - jail term of. 18 months
for *stealing a - banana. Palmer
and another man Ware convocted
Of staging a .-'smi4;;•and -grab
raid" in which total loot is as two
bananas.
•
•
• • • ."`a,
Scientists Make
Study Of Bumps
LOS ANGELES -ard- Scien-
tists are exploring the effects 54
new drugs upons the nervous
system by studying goose bumps
and duce of sweat
Goose bumps, the tiny mtiscles
reflect the action of nerves after
the injection Of various doles.
Certain-- -drugscause a regular
rise, and fall ef "goose bump
muscles:" others cause iritlam-
rnatien on the skin.
'The .nernies controlling sweat
gland!, are !raced by piecing a
stench-soaked paper of a stirrhy
emulsion on the arme. A diem
'sweat diasolves a small a-
mount of iodine which blackens
on contact with starch. The ac-
tion of nerves controlling - sweat
glands can can be traced when
drug" are injected.
Doctors at She University of
California Medical School, Los
Angeles. hope that these metinds
will tell them much about the
human nerved; system.
MILE AIDS.
Pacific Anglers -
Land A Deer
AS'rORIA. Ore. - - Mr.
and Mrs. 'George McClure of
Portland went salmon hefting in
the Pacific Ocean-and caught
a deer.
The McClures and a friend
were lisring about six miles off
the mouth of he Columbia river
when they sail a young spike
deer swimming in the ecean. The
deer was near exhaustion.
They managed Lii get the young
buck aboard their boat and
headed 'for ,shore. En route the
deer gratefully licked McClure's
hand.
When they got near a jetty
they tried to induce the deer
te jump overboard. But he deer
apparently had had enough of
sak water swimming. Finally
-1r tosaed it over the side
where it swam to the-. jetty
and then disappeared in the
woods after stopping to catch its
breath.
SAN PEDRO, Calif. an -Bur-
glars who stole several "lucky
bills" from the cafe at the
fishing landing here had the
good wishes a ffie cafe's man-
agement. Writtyi r on the bills
was the .message. "'coed luck
from the Lobster Pot."
----A vaccine to combat Brticella
bacteria -in goats has been de-
veloped The bacteria are res-
ponsible for undulant. fever.
4••E
Brando Will
Talk About
Most Anything
'By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD - Marion
Brandos embattled with gessip
columnists for not revealing de-
tails of his marriage, will talk
about almost anything else -
including why he woa't discuss
his personal life.
Question - why haven't .you'
appeared on TV?
. Answer - the medium is .rit
entirely satisfactory. Budgets for
TV films don't allow for care-
fulness in preparatien. Live TV
is hazardous because it lacks
rehearsal time.
Q--Do you have a preference
for leading ladies"
A-None.
Q-You formed a production
company. Pertnebakers twer•yedra
ago. What are your plans for
ducing movies'
• Business Bores Him
A - My company co-produced
"Sayonara." and we'll be making
"Comancherc." at Paramount very
soon I don't like to talk business,
it bores me.
Q-You're being mentioned as
a strong contender for a second
Oscar for "Sayonara." Do you
.ever perform with an Oscar In
mind'
A - Naturally. an actor has
such things in mind But it's
never the basic objective.
Q-Do you believe performers
have as much right to privacy
as other citizens'
Demands Privacy
- A - It's not a matter of being
entitled - it's an absolute re-
quisite. 'The trouble is everyone's
life iri thTs country is public
property. This fact is significant
when you consider we have
the highest crime rate in the
world, the highest delinquency
rate, the most alcoholics. that 2
billion dollars worth of tran-
quilizers were sold last year,
and that half the hospital beds
in the U. S.' are occupied by
mental patients. .
Anyone who objects to the
intrusion of his private life is
crsica red to be idiosyncratic,
nizarre. uncooperatido and dis-
honest.
But, I can't 'win. Too many
people are prying and conning
rne.
Expressing The
Differences In
Marriage Helpful
DETPROIT - 1/1 - Family
Service Saciety director Clarence
Pretzer and a casework super-
vier. Laura Aekey report that
people can not go on in • any
reiatienehip atvisays agreeing on
everything. ,
"Awl if yau can't express
differences. the marriage • is not
on a sound basis," they said.
They agreed ,that a little "free-
flowing errietion" was sometimes
less devastating than a rational
discussion.
TRAIN BANDITS
EAST JORDAN. Mich.. -aft-
Masked, gun-totting bandits on
horseback have conducted a
series of train robberies this
summer on the East Jordan &
S'sdhern Railroad. Passengers
abeam] the trains were "ribbed"
of all loose chaoge' by "bandits"
drum the East Jordan Business-
men's association who will give
the' "loot" G::. the Community
Space Age...
(Continued from Page One)
world leadership and "the goal
of hating peace" is worth it,
he said.
This nation now has "military
superiority over any potential ag-
gressor or aggressors, the Pres-
ident said. And he had no doubt
that Americans "are determined
to maintain our ability to deter
war and repel and derisively
counter any possible attack."
Air Force Gets Most
The 47.1 billion edillars for
"protectrun" included: Army, 8.9
billion dollars; Navy, 10.9 billion
dollars; Air Force, 18.7 billion
dollars; atomic energy, 2.5 bil-
lion dollars; foreign aid and al-
lied programs, 4.4 billion dollars.
The defense funds included
money for "In expanded re-
searci and development effort
on military satellites and other
space vehicles and anti-missile
miesile systems." -
In addition. the President esti-
mated stepped up &pending for
education, with the omphasis on
science, and basic research at
247 million dollars. But he drop-
ped last years school construe-
program.
The President added for 500
million dollars to keep in re-'
serve to ,permit stashing io
quickly on any scientific break-
through in development of space
weapons.
Constrtzetion of a new ballistic
missile detection system will be
started. ,The present Continental
Mr Defense early warning net-
work will be expanded and im-
proved.
s 'For New Weapons
Most of the milita•ry procure-
ment money will go for new
weapons. such as longer - range
missiles, and combat equipment
developed- for the most part in
the last three years. The Air.
Force will .buy only supersonic'
fighter; and bombers.
To keep skilled technicians in
the armed service's, the Presi-
dent proposed a 508 million dole
Itir mildary pay increase. He
also proposed pay increases ter
postal and Civil Service workers
totalling 555 million dollars.
On the civilian front, Eisen-
hower favored sense tax relief
for mutt business through tech-
nical revisions "'With a minimum
Isis of revenue." He also advo-
cated legislation "to remove un-
intended tax benefits and hard-
ships."
Ile based his confidence in a
pickup in the national economy
on a growing population, in-
creases in speeding by federal,
,state and administration policies
"designed to facilitate the re-
sumption" of bus-int-Ss gains.
Social Security, highway and
other so-called trust funds are
excluded by law from the Pres-
ident's bucket. Counting thee
federal receipts from the publ
were estimated at 87.3 bit-ti •
dollars, against 88.7 billion do.
hrs in payments to the pubis
Spending on highway ea,
struetion was put at 2.5 billi ••
dollars, an intrease of 600 m.
lion delhats over the curlier
fiscal year. An increase of
million dollars to 8.7 bill;
dollars was estimated for Sex.:
Security benefits.
Vet Program Same
Five broad civilian program
added up to 16.4 billion dollars
a decrease of 600 million dol-
lars. They were labor and wel-
fare, cornmeece and housing,
veeerare cervices and benefits,
agricalture and natural reeourc-
es.
Veterans services and benefits
were unchangesa at five billion
dollars. Natural resources, large-
ly reclamation and flood control
projects, was the same at 1.5
billion dollars.
Commerce and housing drop-
ped 500 million dollars to 1.6
billion dollars.
Agriculture decreased by 300
mil-lien dollars to 4.6 billion dol-
lars:.
For agriculture, he proposed
lower price supports and 'c-mg-
nation of the acreage reserve
part .4 the soil bank at the end
of the 1958 crop year.
He proposed drastic, but grad-
ual, cuts in federal aid to state
and kcal government for theist
ter relief, pOblic assistance, slum
clearance, hospital construct ion
and other pilblie projects.
TV IN CHURCH
MADISON, Wec. - ila - The
Bethel Lutheran Churrai here
has solved the problem of over-
flow crowds. The pastor in-
stalled a closed-circuit televis-
ion system in the church so
parishioners. who can't be seat-
ed in the mein 'section can hear-
and see-- the services on' a TV
set in the basement.
The little village of Apache
Tear) (TAY-ho). it • southeastern
Faeroe onto
%ernes." Apache Indians in the
region ifiet there annually to
play quoits and champions .from
the various tribes defended their
laurels in the tejo (queits) Ott.
St.
Livestock
Report
ST. LOUIS - Livestock:
Hogs 12.500. Fairly active; bar-
rows and gilts 25 to 50- cents
higher; some 50 cents higher;
bulk U.S.. 1-3 180 to 240 Ihs
barrows and gilts 19 to 19.75;
tows 1-3 400 lb down 16.75 to
17.25.
Cattle 6,000. Calves 700. Mod-
erately active and fully steady
on steers and heifers; high choice
steers 26.50;• good and choice
heifers and mixed yearlings 22
to 24.50; cow d moderately active
and fully steady; utility and
commercial 15.50 to 18; bulls
50 cents lower; utility and com-
mercial 17 to 19.50; vealers and
calves moderately active a nd
steady; genii and choice dealers
and choice calves27 to 33; good
21 to 26.
Sheep 1,200.
25 to 50 higher;
good and
22.50 to
fall shorn
ed ewes
ewes
choice
Slaughter lambs
unchanged;
wooled lambs
24.50; good and choice
24; cullsto ;choice wool-
6 9.
WE LEAD IN SCIENCE-Jamea
R. Killian. Jr . President Eisen-
hower's science side, tells the
Women s National Press club
in Washington that he does not
believe "we have lost our .
leadership nor that we Are pre-
destined to lose It . . . " to
Russia. He described rockets
aa 'tally one small section of
the picture. finternotionot
0'
•Ir
MONDAY - JANUARY 13, 19-,
Outsiders Give
Suburbs Big
Traffic Problems
DETROIT"- an - Suburbah
.police say it is seg-tietense
that they are hiding bicycle re-
pare conteds, teaching auto
drivers training classes and con-
ducting safety Roister displays.
Their problem is the laad of
"'foreign" traffic that surges
thriugh their communitits en
route to the during the
summer munths.
Grosse Pointe Park
Chief Anhur E. Iasuwers said
75 per cent of the inran-heurs in
his department • are required for
traffic safety work. He said he
is sure met suburbs' couk1 siww
similar per centages.
-Outsiders are responsible for
by far the greatest share of any
suburb's traffic prod:tient." Lou-
were said. se
IT it weren't for the deceased
outsiders listed in Chief Lou-
seers' books, his city would nut
have recorded a traffic fatality
since 1944.
"Ring eut the old, Ring in the
new" was part of a poet's la-
ment (der the death of a friend
Alfred Laird Tennyson verde.
phrase in -"Memeriam," com-
memorating the death of Arthur
Henry Hallam.
the
A
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FIVE DAY FORECAST
by United Press
Kentucky - Temper-at urea fur
the the - day period, Tuesday
through Saturday, will average
two to four degrees below dae
normal of 36 degrees. ColIkr
Thursday, sdarmer about Satur-
day. Precipitation will average
one-half to one inch occurring
mostly as rain Tuesday nigh t
and Wednesday and again abidt
Saturday.
. A NEW MAKE
TRENTON, N. J. --efdt-a _dodos
eign e, made, Pennsylvania,
licensed automobile seen paddle
here bore this sign in the. ells
Joy e: "Made • in .der Black Forcst
by, Elfs (sic)."
111111111111111111111111ft
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -.11
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
NOW, 
T.ENDSy
BROADWAY'S BIG
BOY-LOVES-
PAJAMA- GIRL
SENSATION
IS ON THE
SCREEN!,
The
pajama'
OrBalleP,
D'OHSDey 6C
John knItt Carol HarKy . •
MURRAY LOAN W.
FULL SPEED
AHEAD...
, A rpan-rnade satellite
travels at the rate of 18,000 miles
an hotit.-Thars pretty fast! Rut (notViith-
standing its scientific importance) it -never get
anywhere r _Just goes round and round: Lots of
folics seem ..to be on the same 'soil of a merry-go-round,
financially. A nrogdnin of systematic saving would
keep them moving full speed AHEAD .
a. •intead of just round and round!
GET SET TO GO FULL SPEED AHEAD IN 1958.OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT HERE NOW!
21/2% Interest on Sayings Accounts
BANK OF MURRAY
MEM!? F: R r` Tv I
CV
S. •
•••
0
• • •
•
a
es •
, JANUARY 13, 1958
FIVE -DAY a 101:813AST'
by United Press ,
Kentucky - Temperature' lot*
the five - day period. Tuesday
through Saturday, will averast,
two to four degrees below ake
normal of 313 degrees. Coffftr
Thursday, warmer about Satur-
day. Precipitation will average
one-half to one inch occurring
mostly as rain Tuesday night
and Wednesday and again about
Saturday.
. A NEW MAKE
TRENTON, N. J. -4114- A _for-
eign .-. made, Pennsylvania. '-
licensed automobile seen partial
here bore this sign in. the. WA.'
now: "Made -in .der Black Fot
by, Elfs (sic)."
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service --gt
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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Look At Schools Under System
By JAMES R RENNEI8EN
United Press Staff Correspondent
FRANKFORT --- A close
leek a! Kentucky's school ystem
and. expenditures under the Min-
mum Foundation Program was
:1,:olxased in resolutions submitted
T -the-House' and Senate by
adrihnintiation leaders Monday
night
The' resolutions would appro-
priate 530.000 from the General
Fund in emplos educational re-
earch personnel to make a con-
tinuing study end evatpation of.
the Minimum Foundation Pro-
gram for Edclucatipn..:
They were sponsored by Senate
Najority Leader Frank II. Bassett
Jr. (D-Hopkinsville) and House
Majority Leader Addison Everett
(D-Mason).
-Bassett - said there are many
compelling reasons involving eco-
mmics. social welfare and na-
- tUanal security which make it
None Injured
In 3-Way
Collision
-A three- • way collision at
'Farmington on Saturday morn-
rig resulted in no injuries, but
ine vehicle was listed as a total
1,6S. 
1
State Trooper 'Charles Holmes
gave this account of the acci-
dent.
Mrs. Attie Piga pulled out
from the post office a Farming-
ton and the rear of her car was
struck by Carman iParks of
Murray route four. The Piot
anir Ants Imbibed across t h e
highvray . a
Parks ' then lost Control of his
vehicle and it struck a parked
car driven by Miss Shirley
Wilkerson. cLamagink !he left
rear ' fender of the Wilkerson
car .
l'r saot•r Holmes said the Parks
car. a 1955 m was. a total
loss. The other vehicles were
damaged about $150 eacla -
.1iiiiy Jne Cooper and .3.iliwny
4 Dchvards. both id Hazel. were
paeongers in the Parks auto-
rhibile. Mies Nancy Walkeraon
was sr passenger in the automo-
bile driven by her sister. ••
Sheriff And Deputy
Find Loot In TVA
Shack On Saturdiky
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield and
Deputy Lowry Parker collected
a number of items' Saturday
afternoon * 4:00 p.m. which
apparently is Tett taken Om
raisins al au the lake.
The items were found in an
old TVA shack just below Pot- -
e r awn.
Included were one Johnson
gandine tank for a motor boat,crT.w., antique shot guns, two Re-
gal cameras. - one eleetr'it per-
culator, one ladies plastic rain
coat with hood. 'twenty -• five
pounds Of welding rod, two na-
.dips, one electric and one bat-
tery, one large heavy methane
shop hack saw with blades, one
roll of electric cord with four
way socket ailweited, and one
red gas tank for motor' boat.
4, Sheriff Stubblefield said that
if anyone cotild indentify any of
the. itC11101 found, they should
come by the Sheriff's office and
reclaim them.
44 WEATHER
REPORT
N.
(- '0 DOWN
\ //ond Live
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky -Partly
cloudy today, high around 45.
• I Partly cloudy and colder ria-
night, See 28. Wednesday cfeeudy
with rain and turning colder.
Some 5:30 am. temperatures:
Covington 37, Bowling Green 39,
Lexington 41, London 39, Hop-
kinsville and Louisville 38.
• .Elianstwilie, Ind., 37. _
manna:pry 'ha: the rate sof im-nrs verient of the educatiunasystem be accelerated.
The resolutions state .hat the
continuing study of the educa-tional system and identification
cf..thcse 11-hat are - not
contributing tin the desired end
"will be if invaliiable aid in
determining future action of the
General Aante-mbly in its efforts
to provide ways and means of
increasing Educational efficlen-
They point out that the ex-
penditure contemplated for the
Mirrmum Foundation - Program
during the Flex' fiscal year is
moye than 00 million dollars and
that expenditures of apme 62
millir n dollars are planned in
the following year.
The resolutions would,. place
!he responsibility for the study
in the hands of the Legislative
Research Commission.
They direct the - state Depart-
ment of -Finance and . Education
and !real school districts to ex-
tend their full and complete
coe,neration in the study by
furnishing what records, 'statistics.
and reliorts are requlred.
Another Department of High-
ways investigation was pirep('sed
in the Hadse, this time* in a
resolution submitted by an ad-
ministration Spokesman. R e p.
Vernor Cottengim (D- Kenton).
The reselutiun it . similar to
one introduced by Rep. Gilbert
Kingsbury (D-Kenton) with the
exception that Cottengim's reso-
lution would require the use of
legislative research personnel in
making the investigation
Kingsbury's mea?Lire. proposed
by "maverick- House members,
Police Report
Two Wrecks
Two automobile accidents have
been reported within the city
since just before noon yesterday:
' The first accident involved a
1953 Pontiac four door sedan
and a 1953 pickup truck which
is minted by Blalock's grocery.
According to , police officials.
the Pontiac which was driven
by Phillip Wolfe. a college stu-
dent, was going east on Olive
and the pickup was evidently
crossing t h e boulevard going
south at the time it was' struck
by the Cal.
-Burgess. Marine. driver of the
pickup truck was said to have
been thrown against the truck
and knocked unconscious •He was
carried to the Murray general
Hospital by the Max H. Cifurchill
ambulance where his condition
at the present lime is listed
as good. It is expected that Mr.
Marine will return to his home
tomorrow.
The Pontiac. which is owned
by Marehall. Green of Route Six,
Benton, received slight front end
,damages.
The other accident occurred
(Continued on Back Page)
Comic Opera To
Be Presented On
This
"La &rya Padrana" (The
Meld as ltlia.ress), .Giavenn.
Perg Acid's opera In two acts, to
presen ei Thursiray. January
16 at 8:15 pm. in th's kestal
Fine Arts . BuilS:ng, opens
he firs: Festival -I Ar ; at
Marray S:ate College. The fes.-
apansored by the - Amerie
can Asssciation of University
Women in esaperation with the
i'.ne Arts Department and Suck
snd •Buekin club.
An early eighteenth - century
spera, La Serve Padrons was
firs: produced at- tie Teatro San
Bartolomeo in Naples. August 28,
1733. This work in the form
of the opera buffa served as. a
model for all succeeding -faalfat
composers who chose to use this.
Italian comic opsratic speeies.
iipt rat ic species.
e
La See Padrona. :he first
c..mic :pera to be given all
e world, eJneerns a
bacbetor. Pandotfo, and his in-
genious . maidservant. Zenbina.
who plots to ;rouse- FandoMo's
jealousy to the point where
marriage turns the maid :nip
the mistress of the house.
The role of Doctor Parriolifo
is played by Lawrence Rickert.
Hilda .9ordan takes the part of
Zerbina his maid, and Fan
liuseell is Scarein, his servant.
The opera is produced by
Prof Lawrence Rickert, music
direct. r. and Prof. lfismas Gre-
gory. duamatic director.
Peggy George is in charge of
costumes'. and the productit:ncrew incaides Judy McGregor.
Fain Russel, Cleates Purdy.
Bruce' Macade, and liovitardLindner.
'Phe public is invited. No ad-
mission will be charged. stase
Sarah Churchill Is
Jailed On, Drunk
Charge
MALIBU. Calif. 4 - ActressSarah Churchill stars today ina eniast-to-coast color televisionshow' despite a legal hangoverfrom a fling that landed herhandcuffed in jail on a chargeof - drunkenness.Big. Three The red - haired green - eyeddaughter of former British PrimeMinister Sir Winston Churchillwas arrested by sheriff's deputiesat her home Monday after thetelephone company reported shehad been using overly luridlanguage for two hours on theirwires.
Miss Churchill's case in JusticeDETROIT rift - -Leaders of Court was put tin until Thursday:he big three auto 'companies and authorities released her inand a union opponent of Wafter -$50 bail so she could appear onP. Reuther today shared the the NBC-TV "Matinee Theater"opposition to Fieuther's 1958 con- performance if "The Makropou-tract ddernands for a share of los Secret."profits and a maze of. economic Director Dalter Grauman saidgains. . the 43-year . old actress w asAl the same time a leading "okay" on her lines at rehearsaleconomist, who is also a mem- and he was confident that "Sarahher of the union's public review will d" all right" on the show.board, labeled the profit-sharing Deputies Barney Miller andplan "window dressing - a pub- George. Gentzvin described thelicity move one should eXPect actress as Aibviously drunk"at the beginning of bargaining when they arrived at her homesessions." early Monday.The presidents of the auto The officers said they attempt-companies called Reuther's profit ed to quiet, Miss Chyrchill andsharing plan a danger to .the semen to leave without "makingfree 'enterprise system' and said trouble." But Miller said thehis Wage demands are too big. acteess jumped into their patrolStellar* Opposes Plan , car, sat on Geritzsin's lap and_The union opponent of'Reuther, refused to get nut.Who is UAW president, is Carl "She still had a drink in hezStellato, president of Local 600, hand." Miller said. "She keptthe Ford Rouge plant local which up . cussing and talking aboutincludes 40,000 members, largest how London was going to bomblocal in the world. the United 'States. She said.Stellate) was a backer, of ashorter work week. which i was
(Ciuttinued on Back Page)
OpposeDemand
Of Reuther
I'-
'There will always be an Eng-land, but I'm not too sure oftbe United States.'"
• V
• . •
Chou. Will
Sing At
Local Church
The Sas:heti Theolo-
g:cal Semintery C11- will be
sing:ng at ',:fhe Main r.al Baptist
Chninh on Thur.sday, Jan. 16
Their program consains sever-
al rattier unique features: a
mt.rOer of furling tunes by
B'M:rtgs who is coniidered the
fasher of Anrerican chnrch music•
(these are tunes' in airound•like
form, very; popular in the eigtr-
teen"h century); :he Negro spiri-
tual "Soon Ah .Will Be Done."
sung by the men's chorus of
'he choir; a- musical sequence of
vorite-hymns; 'a choral invoca-
tion from Bach and .a choral
benediction fri_m Dubois; and
,he first -presentation ,af Wil-
son's. 'Look to This Day", out-
Side•-of New York_ . -The choij is directed by Wil-
•itaan C.1 f3aalhairil, agoiskana pro-
fesfUc 04 church music, at the
Sernosary. Mr. Biestinell holds
degr,ees from Fresno S.ate Oul-
lege. California. and Columbia
State 'Teachers College, New
York. He has wide experience
as a miniver of, music, having
served churches in California,Utah, and ,New York. /ie hasaleto served as" a conductor of
choral -clinics and festivals.
The service will begin at 7:30and the public is invited to at-tend.
Leo knight
Passes Away
L' Knight, 53. of Fort Wayne,Ihdiana, died there suddenly aftersuffering a heart attack 1 in Sat-
urday. January 11.
His body has been. returned
to Murray, where funeral services
will be hesid tomorrow-afternoonat 2:30 at the Max Churchill
Funeral Chapel. Services will be
Conducted by M. M. Hampton.
and burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Knight is survived by his
widow. Mrs .Dorothy Knight. of
Fort Wayne; four sons, Jackie
Knight of Detroit. and David,
Dale and' Dennis Knight of Fort
Wayne; and one daughter, Mrs
Mildred Wiiczak of Detroit.
He is also. survived dy his
father, Finney Knight of Okla-
homa City...a sister. Mrs.. Irelle
Bailey. Oklahoma City; and one
grandchild, Jay Witezak of De-
troit.
Golf Course Is
Closed To Playing
The golf course a:• the Calico
way .County Country 'Club has
been closed until 'further notice,
accirdin to offictalte of the or-
ganization.
The ban goes into effect risen
day.
R. L. Cooper To
Address MTS PTA
R. L. Cooper, County; Health
Administrator, will be guest
speaker at _the Murray Training
Schin31--PTA, meeting on Thurs-day, January 16. The program
will be on health. Bill * Adamsis PTA pregfgrit.•
Cold Weather ,Seen In North, West MTS Chapter
FTA Takes
Top Honors
By UNITED PRESS
w. and rain moved
. Ntw today, while-
Arc;ic air crossed the Oan-1
!tit !airier aucting tempera-
.: .cp rip.dy a, far
h as ,fie czn.ral plans.
.as J. S. Ses.her Bureau•.s-
t 11. nag- :in
• ..: Ka -. _ where
snow "and frigid :crisps
.sttisea were .expes.ed :o ac-
aspany ,he icy bast.
Warmer We-3, her acc-mpanied
br..a.) area pre.a:pisation
1 .-hgn csvers-1 he Southeast,
uipng aknost an inch of rain
sliaartake, -Vas- settrear h -e -
a:gib anti c:ose to an inch and
a ha a; t_harlessn, SC.
AttiGugh rain was expec.ed to
400-la tie Southeast odaY, rainy
sLwese seen 
ovaeLl..31efer,i1.17ie-r
north. tbs.g.r.g :,;leet aml sn..w
as. %the precLeilsaLon area cam
in --c:ritact with sub-treLztni
Harry Sparks Is Endorsed As
KEA President By Schools
Pr: Marry Sparks head of the
-44•ra n depar men' Murray
1 a 'c Cones's. has been endoreai.
us th-e- West _Kentucky School
Administrate-Ts Club for presi-
dent-elect of the Kentecky Edu-
!talon Association. -
Leon Smith. mperintendent of
McCracken County Schools and
"resident •ef the administrators..,ge .. 3. - pa-d- _ •11) club geld - that the group en-Mayre:i ani Pres.on Barred -isr..ast pi Sparks because -tileel far fsurth plice. .
-The con.est esres:T.3- of sighr:
ample" f tobacco -which the
anys judged. Each chss: rep-
sescreed was linaLed to five
air.ic:pan s. The five boys rep-
--sciit-ing Murcity-Tratrtng were
'Os winners of 'he . Lhapler
1..lviutC r es. • ahich we; held Jan-' ry 9. About 73 .boys thriugh-apt Vle:ern Ken ucky paraCi-_erns- :sew res. pa'cd ili h.? Dia.r•c• Can:est.
"'he Murray Training boys re-
Vita he:men _warned of possi- •
...e'vei a ts.a: of Ili- een a•sitars
ale h-z3rd3US e-r:Vf.11 candi.ions
.:: zs rhansy. The )1u::-ay 'Tian.-.ng FIA feels hat tobacco judg-
.-ig :s ‘ sr.) o.-_neiLcal s hem
OM* P. ''Ilutioy- ifaIntina
The firm will ofter credit rat-
ing. credit rephrting. collection,
ohattel, mortgage and FHA re-
ports and will also ,give photo-
copy sand microfilming Service
to members.
Valentine' said that his firm
had national wide affiliation.
lie is the son et Mr. and Mrs.
Ottis Valentine tof Murray and
isomarried to .the former Miss
Mary Beth Graves of Bardwell.
Valenline is a „graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
State College, and served over-
seas in the armed feces, He re-
ceivekl his discharge at Nancy,
France and was'• employed there
aa as.management analyst in the
comptroller division at an army
stePsit. In tine--work he was inCharge of work schedules, timeand motion studies, and simpli-
fication training aids.
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine residein Murray.
The tneeting will begin at 6:30 Mirmesota has had 29 govern-p.m. because of' the senior play.i.ors since it became a state invanish will begin a: 8 -o'clock. 1 1858.
_
I
ln par.s f Pshnsylvania
and` ,sushern New York, -
I.kbartan, renarted one
• f. .hs c ides: ....-11Vera.urs in
he 71a.:oh az mid:right. two be-
.-w zero. The'cthAling air which
'-pread ove? :he nor-hen plains
caused. _temperatures tu_sirup an - • --
..ickets fer "-Campus Lights.'
average of 20 degrees. It wsl.
.wu degrees above zero at Minot, Murray State College. musical• .how will g,o on sate Thursday.
ND.. at midnight.
Jan. 18 in the, Fine Arts Building.
*cording Richard Farrell.
head of the music department.
All seats for the show are
teserved and all are the same
pr:ce. $1. Those who wish to
order tickets by mail should
send requests to Farrell, at Col-
lege Station, Murray.
Production dates for the show
are Feb 13-15.
11"ne.
r): exit
'Murray Training
to6k top- h alsrs
Tsbacco Judging
FFA
a: :he
con-
c-s. TtuI coreest $AP3S held -11t
Slayfle:i Saturday, January 11.
Charles Byers ;m k Era place.
Charles Tutt aril Charles Bld-..
'
Scattered snow flurries oc-
curred in advance of he cold
all movement and in the central
And southsrn R ackies, while
somewhat cooler tempera t u r es
prevailed from the Rockies to
the. Pacific Coast. Caste rainfall
amounts were common in the
tar Northwest.
Today's forecast showed snow
flumes in the tapper Great
Lakes and much colder tempera- •tune in the central plains and F we Injured,he upper Mississippi Vahey.
Sea :erect rhswers were seen in
generally cloudy skies east if As Furnacethe Continental Divide. light -rain in the Pacific Northwest,
and generally fair weaher else-
where.
Campus Lights
Tickets On Sale
•
Credit Association
Opens In Murray
The Kentucky Mutual Credi
Association is now open in Mur-
ray in the Profeeseonai Building,
iIxplOd es
CALVERT CITY IIPT - Five
workmen were injured, one crit-
ically, when an electric carbide
furnace exploded at the Na-
tional Carbtde Co. plant here
Monday.
Cause of the bleat. which
I 'el . that- -his wide exnerience-a, a teacher in Kentucky. his'various services as a memberof mane. Kentucky Edi-Tation
Association commiteees and edu-
^alonel organizations, and his
Marry Sparks
eapability - as an organizer and
public speaker makes him emin-
ently qualified to be president-
elec: of K.E.A."
In addition to being head ut
he Murray department of eclu-
catioa, Dr Sparks is presently
chairman ef the Teacher tcte,....
'"or" 'arid righfessrOnat 5tarittards4
Ctirn •ntatcion to the Kentucky
Edeeatinn eitIsociation of Super-
visors and Curriculum Directors.
Alsip, he is in wide demand a.;
a speaker.
Dr. Sparks holds an Ed. D.
a Doctor of Education) degree
from the University of Kentucky
and his A B. degree from Tran-
s; sCollege. He alai attend-
ed Behany College in. Wes:
Virginia and studied law for one
year at the University of Ken-
tucky.
Dr. Sparks has been a member
sIt: A tSatien Cotleges
Secondary and Flementers
zlehr';e 's• a t-ember of he KEA
-Ptanrifmr--troJff,-. -a nier-mber of
'he Cominis(on on Teacher Edu-
ea' :( rt: and Prt•fessinna I S'ancrards
^omm'ssion of K LA.. and vice
etteeideht of _the Ken licks-
n Secondary School Pria-
cipalt.
He is a life member of NEA.
...,)i elni,aemKberppoZ PKtTAp AS
pa 
D,C.Dlia, Pphii
and Delegate Assembly, KEA
lie was a delegate to the national
TEPS Conference in. 1957 and
to the fire Gewernor's Conference
Edocation..
A na :lee Kentuckian, Dr
Sparks s married to the fogner
Mis,4 1. Ogden Stiles of Irving-
...on. They have' three children-
Barry. Jr.. Phillip, and •Susan.
The firm will be operated by caused cnnsiderable damage to ot the Murray education depart-.Ottis P. -Buddy" Valentine. .the plant, was n,,i immediately merit since 1948 and head of
merChants. business and .. prates-
This is a new service f or determined. 
.the de-In criticat condition at Murray 
moment since 1952. He
SiOnll people Valentine said.lHospital was Robert Harriman.
! Hardin. who suffered burns over
;two thirds ed his body.,'
Lasted in fair condition. at a
I Pectin-eh hospital 'wee Ira Har-
was principal of Mayfield High
School when he was appointed
tit the college- faculty.
During World War II Dr.
Sparks sefved with- .-the U.S.
I 
Navy'
corn-
ae. 
..,from
tnamage. 40. Hampton; Phillip m 
1944-1946. He wasris. 45. Calver City; Charles H. discharged as a lieutenan
iYaricey. 34. Grand *Rivers.- and Prior to his war service. heRobert Henson, 32. Benton. They  '
suffered burns about. the face.
hands and upper chest. .
The blast and flash fire ,show-
ered the workmen with' burning
c ar  b Plani de;
manager Russell Lund
said the top of the carbon arc
furnace was blown off by the
explosion. _showering a wide area
of the plant with burning car-
bide
, He said principal damage was
confined to the second floor of
the six-story plant, whdre ihe
furnace is fired. The three upper
floors of the plant escaped serious
damage.
"The blast went sidetays."
Lund said. "and some pieces of
metal flew at least 20 feet.•'
An investigation was underwaa.
today to _attempt to determine
the cause, of the blast.
The 10 milliun dollar plant.
a division of Air Reduction. Inc .
processes/ limestone and coke to
Make acetylene gas.
The last 'blast at the plant
was in May 1955.
r The Mid-Winter Board meeting
of the Kentucky Congress of
Parents ands...Teachers" wills be
held January 20-23 at the Ken-
tucky Hotel, Louisville.
A School of Instruction ter
State Board members will take
place on Tuesday. January 21
beginning at 1:36 pm. and 7:30
lam. for District presidents On
Wednesday, January 22 at .9:00
a m. and 1,..30 p.m. sessions for
the entire board. Miss Dema
Kenhedy, Chicago, Field Cons
(Continued On Back Page) .
Mrs. Hart Will
Attend Mid-Winter
PTA Board Meeting
was principal at Russell Senior
High School from 1941,43. lie
ass superintendent of Irvinginn
School from 1934-1941.
Dr. Sparks' firs: assignment
after graduatien from college Via,-
Breckinridgc Courdy High
School at Hardinsburg where .he
taught and coached from 19I-
34-
One of the most -active educa-
tors 'in Kentucky, Dr. Sparks
has been president of the Ken-
-
Kirksey Girl
Shares Honor
In Show
Miss Annett, Palmer of Kirk-
sey. ahared top honors :n the
annual Junior Erb ric Fired To-
bacco SC -:sv and sale Saturd'IYheld in Mayfield a; the May-
field 'Loose Leaf Floors.
- She was tops in the 4-H divi-
sion while Sidney Easley of
Sedaha was find in the •FFA
diviiion.
• Eighteen boys and girls from
West Kemucky . swerficipaSed itl
the snow-and lair.
Dark-fired 'tobace,t entered In
the show weighed 18,764 peiundi,
and sold for $7,208.06---an aver-
age of $38.41 a hundred.
Blue ribbon entries received$r2.' red- ribbons $8 -and whites
$4.
-Miss Palmer. akin won first
prize of $12 fo'r haising the best
handled crop in the iShove. Sec-ond prize went to Joe Wayne
Rees! and Larry Lain of Winguamas third.
1 • •
A-Plane CraA"
Results In
No Explosion .
WASHINGTQN - The AirForce claims to . have provedits pant on the 'ale's of carry-id' A-bombsand H-bombs around'he globe. •It Says one of its planes bear-ing a nuclear weapon crashedand burned withcut causing anasanic explosion.
The crash was understood to
have Rappened Within the conti-nental United States. But lot
"security reason" the ,Air Forcerefused to .say when Or where
'he accident occurred.
A spokesman indicated there
had  been , only one such acct-
.'
, (7,
1h: qiiEstion. of - Whether anucleat bomb could be explodec
accidentally in a crash was hotly
debated in. Britain recently fol-
lowing d•sclostsre that Strategic
Air Command bombers were fly.
ing missions in and out of the
country with bombs aboard..
In annsuncing in February
1957. that nucledr weapons WIA114
be used to arm U. S Air .Force
Interceptors, then Defense Secre-
tary Charles E. Wilson made this
statement:
"Atomic weapons tests con-
ducted by :he Atomic Energy
Commission have confirmed that
the possibility of any nuclear
explosion occurring as a -result
of- 'an accident involving elate!'
-cen-fire is virtually .non- •
existent.
_ The _.;:trass--has been given na
understand that atomic s bombs. .
must be deliberately armed in
flight before they will produce.
ii explitsion. •
County Man
Dies Today
Charlie Herndon. age 66. pass-
ed away at 5 a.m, today at the
Callowas County .farm ((Mowing
complications after a five day
illness.
He is survived by two half-
sisters, Mrs -Edgar Boggess and
Mrs. Mettle Fouch. Murray: two
brothers, George Herndon. Mur-
ray arid Lube Herndon, Murray
RFD 3. s.
- He was a senearber of the
City Church of Christ. The
funeral will be conducted Wed-
nesday at 11 o'elock a.m at
the Max • Churchill Fune r.a I
Chapel with Bro. Henry /jams
officiating.' Burial willikbe in
the Morris, Cemetery in Graves
County. hear Bell City. .
- Friends mai call at the Max
Churchill Fufreral Home until the
funeral hour.
Murray tiosbital
Monday's complete record fol-
lows:
_ Census ......... . 43
Adult -Beds  65
' Emergency Bed.s   22
Patients Adrnined 1
Patienta Dismissed ... 0 .
New Citizens  0
Patients admitted from Friday
9:00 a. m, to Monday 9:15 a. in. • '
Miss Paula Crump. Golden .
Pond; Mrs. H. C. Paschall, 'Rt.
Puryear. • Tenns "Miss C a,t h y
Green. Eli. 2, Hazel; Mrs.' EarnestMcReynolds • and baby b .
(Conitifitid on Buck Page)
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Use Of Laika Touched Off Protest Storm
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK ,11` - Aside from
the stimulation Russia's t w o
Sputniks gave to American space
science, the sharpest American
reaction has been directed at
those sciences and scientists vi ho
use dogs and cats experimentally
-for the purpose of advancing
human well-being.
The reason for it , is. that
taika, a dog, died in SpWniU.
 -Fhe--oes-selion has to ca
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
 -
month 8.5c. In Calloway and adieu:king counties, per year, $3.50; else- Bwhere, $5.50.'
TUESDAY — JANUARY 14. 1958
sule it into a few words: Stop
I American scientists from 'doingwhat those Godless, criminal
Russians did -.killing a poor
innocent dug for no reason al
all!
Organized campaigns have be-
gun in various sections. Petitions
have been or are going to be
presented to legislators and other
office-holders. This reporter, on
his rounds of laboratories, has
seen a dozen or so letters which,
after- -denouncing ScAntiSIS as
"  2nd even,,.'
urged • them to give up then
"Communistic practices."
Laika Gave Impetus
The vociferous campaigns ot
anti-vieiseetiontsts are continu-
ous, and so have continuous
nuisance value inside science. But
Laika has given' them a new
take-off point and this reporter
knows of one science adminis-
trator .who is worried lesr the
emotionally exploited ghost of
that Russian dog eventually sets
back Arnerican scientific
eess. '
Ordinarily scientists publicly
ignore these campaigns, thinking
that notice of them, stimulates
them. But the Laika-based cam-
paign has now reached the point
where the editors of the respected
New England Journal of Medi-
cine few tintpelled to comment
on • it. The campaign. they said.
is being conducted "by those
who. loving . mankind less, have
loved their animal companions.
Imre."
Their editorial. found "a---Or-
umper Crop
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#~~•~04~~~•••.•
4 n 1957 On
Small Acreage
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Blessed are they, that mourn, for they
shall be comforted: 'Matt. 5:4.
We have seen deeply grievect mourners
rellound from theiowest depths. God is still
in His Heaven and God is love, no harm can
,(n:t' ̀ ii children in ihe---end.
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11•••••••#•-•  •• 4 •  •  ••••••••
•••••••••••••••4•4••••••••••••• ••••••••••44
Ten Years Ago Today
WASHINGTON - American
farms turned out a bumper crop
in 1957.  on the smallestd. total
acreage planted • or grown‘ltince
1919.
The Agriculture Department's
year-end crop report said the
. 
1957 crop matched the record
Ledger & Times File
• 
production of '1956 and 1948 and
set an all-time yield per acre.
John B. Tinsley, -22.--NiTvy • Veter4n died at
 10:154-The .record yield was accorn-
Thii-nwrning from injuriesSustained in a 
motchtyvle ac- plished despite party local and
eitient Stitiday afternoon. lie was- the son of
 Mr. and sectional settracks which delayed
Mrs. C. J. Tinsley of Lynn Grove. 
__Iplanting and slowed _harvest of
Mr, Charles Lassiter returned to work 
at the county' 
(""e crops to the latest stage\
extension afice Monday folVdig seige 
potiomye al Years- - •
. 
Stated in index form the 1957
crop joined those of- 1956 and
Ltissiter returned to Murray from the hospital 
in Louisville four -weeks ago.
New ('oneord continued to .lead in the
 Inter- county yield per acre index cosering
 cent
.Standiug with`four wins and no losses. The
 Curd- ached
OU-tfir have- downed- Airne.'-Lynn--Grove. Hazel. azd Kir
k-
4ey- o far this seasorrand la
ck only MSCTS to complete
the rind of County teams.
— . •
Danny Walker has, been taken back .to the h
ospital
in Louisville. Ile has a brain tumor and is v
ery.ill. Danny
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker of 
Murray .Route
Five. . -
Miss Ruth Sexton has returned from Clerm
ont, Fla.,
where she visitedjriends.
STOU1 HIAltt Claim:lett, timer. 15. is gt‘en good 
tors muses
by 'SCI shier Mrs toy Brewsire oat twin brothe
l Alfred us
eve of net er.tr) ..nto eresteeterian nespita, in New
 gun( for •
ienr i.4 near uperati.m 81e nas a red.e the size ut 5 nall-donaz
113 net near'. Her parents issued a plea rut bksys. arid
12) orrs..tu, respoicied I'• 
_1 -do/
•
28 field and fruit croploreached
127 per cent of the 1947-49
base. This srensiderably surpassed
the previous record of 124 per
cent in 1956 and 118 per cent in
,1955
r reed grains 'and forage had'
a big year. The corn crop at
3.4021.834.1)00 bushels was the
third largest in history. It was
u1115' • shShtly smaller than the
.1 455,:,83.000 bushels of 1956 and
only moderately below the rec-
ord 1948 crop.
Oats' production was much
larger than in 1956. Sorghum
grain more than sdoubled any
previous output. Hay tonnage was
a.most one-tenth larger than the
1935 record.
Wheat. the big breatigrain crop,
weighici -in at 947.102.000 bushels,
L..r below average
Here 'Is Where
Your Dollar Goes
. _
WASHINGTON eft i._ whew
the federal budget dollar will
go in fiscal 1939:
Defense - 64 cents
Civil benefits - 22 cents
Interest im debt - 11 cents
General government - 3 cents
:Defense includes spending fur
minter). foreign aid, a tomic
energy and stockpiling; cj v i 1
benefits includes farm. veterans,
labor, welfare. housing. highways,
and similar domestic programs.
•
-
Where the budget collar will
come from:
Individual income taxes - 32
cents
Corporation nicome taxes - 27
cents
Excise taxes - 13 cents
' Other revenues - 8 cents
_
. .
- .
t -ANNOUNCING
. The Opening Of
. . ,
KENTUCKY NIL-FL:AL CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Affiliate of American Mutual Credit Ass'n, Inc.
,
A new sers ice for the merchants. business and profes
sional
' people of this area. -Fr the fir-id time in this coinmunit.' we
will be-‘  enuipped to offer Credit .Rating, Credit Reporting.
-Collection. Chattel Mortgage and FHA Reports, P
hotocopy
and, Ma rOfilMing services tr., our members: f .
- (:,,m.rn , er , 19704 Right By Allowing us to assist you,in: •
. - •
* -Expending sour creilit business efficiently and saf
ely
* Inercasing your grit-.sales by bringing bats .old 
cus-
tomers.
* Spreding•up paying habits of delinquent custome
rs.
* 1:ing our nation-tide credit inVestigationa,' repo
rt-
-- - ing. ̀ skip tracing.
focra:ly owned and
and collections. through bonded,
,,perated affiliate offices.
'-We Invite%You To Visit Lis'or Phone For Further
4._ ...... ' , .________._
Tailii — Iination 
.... • 1 .
f r., r,, . ! d Lit l•r:-1• • 1• ; Telephone 590I.
'' • - J'. 4 I. Vit!estilii -Professional Illd
ic.
• ' Murray,: Kentucky
inc in reaching 106 per
ot the 1947-49 base The overall I Death Ray
Was Shown
- •
uning wat'
By- ROBERT MUSEL.
United Press Staff Correspondent
LCLNDON Mt. The
inventor' twirled the dials tA his
"Death Ray Machine." Party feet
away a- rat in a - Cage dead.
a tiny wisp of smoke curling
above -its body.
Three times the dials were
turned and three times rats- in
their cages died in a most cur-
ious way. collapsing into shrivel-
led heaps. Then the invere;zr
crumpled up' a pile A new
crs and plated it across the rent-
e'd room 0, Oxford Street. .
Again he switched on his ma-
chine and the paper puffed in-
stantly in; ash.
•
&Wave. it -Was Rea‘
- M. E. Ricketts recalled the
scene today. one A the strangest
stories of Word War I. because
of a news item that the U. S.
Defense Department was -in the
markes' for a death ra,. What
he .and a gr.up of witnesses
saw in that room, in 1915 was
certainly. he believes, a. working
''death ray."
Ricketts is a hit/1i official _of
the big Chappell's Publishing
and • Manufacturing combine. He
was one of the pioneers who
introduced this phase of -h i s
career ..helped an smentive gen-
ius named Ernet.." Clifton.
Clifton patented a significant
advance in the early PflrstriP9913.
exp.erimereed h w.,reless. be-
fore Marconi and was une- . of
the first to record sound (at Min,
according to Ricketts. It was
Clifton who, highly excited.
brought the mysterious ineantor
to the at _cs1 'eyelet of
his friends.
ious inconsistency in a- compas-
sion for certain petted animals
only; a. compassion that can be
extended neither to mankind nor
to the lower creatures. It is as
if the canine and the feline
inhabitants of the earth took
precedence over all else.
''For certainly out of the con-
cern that is expressed by an
ardent group of vociferous ob-
jectors over-the tribulations of
Jogs and cats, little seems to
slyer-flow- utile the rabbits. the
--datie.4114PSS,
ers, the sheep, the camels,
.he asses', the lowing cattle and
.he. dumb oxen and all the
towls of the field and of the
air that are sacrificed for the
necessities and conveniences. of
mankind."
 Inks_  5.000  'Pounds
"Look homeward. Angel,"
wass not Coined by Thomas
Wolfe, author of a novel by that
name. John Milton who first
rete the phrase in "Lycidas,"
a pastoral elegy.
His idea was they would fin-
ance the "death ray" and sell
to.the Wet Offic4.4the
inventor himself, a shadowy
figure in - Ricketts' mind over the
gap of 43 years, spoke hardly
a: all cxcep- to say a: one :point.:
"For 5.000 _pounds (then'-11120,-
900) I can hula' a machine that
will _wipe out a quarter of Lon-
den."
_ "We th Pugh' it had such
frigh:ening possibilities." h., said,
I "that we insisted it be shown to
the' War Office'. But was
before -the first World Wa4 real-
ly ge: vine and perhaps the
instritir did hot Meet ..wsh much
snczuragement.
Where does he think the- r.dans
:right be now? .
-I don't 'like to think.-- said
Ricketts. "The H-bomb and ..the.
. intercontinental missile are quite
enough to- worry about I the
moment.._thank* you."
5.
ISRAEL 114NTENdES THREE
S.
Border Elopement
Custom Looks Bad
On The Record
By KEN SINER
EDINBURG, Tex. -41A- A top
border juvenile official says
areas along the Mexican border
are getting a statistical black
eye because of an often innocent
classic Spanish marriage cusom.
Chief Hidalgo County proba-
tion afficer A. M. Aguirre said
his statistical repsrts to Wash-
ington. D. C., include under "int-
esirialseatzl-dastssetessis-as-4,ise
huarse, (00-eer'-seer, or elope-
Tent tradition.
'"The people in Austin and
Washing.un mud. think from
our reports that we have a lot
more immorality down here than
is really the case," Aguirre ex-
plained.
"In the very old days, ttie
father was considered the al-
naighly patriarch in marriage
matters, and marriages were
mostly arranged by parents.
Then the huirse ides evolved
JEltUSAL.F.."14. Israel RP - A
; Aviv court has sep .enced
;ct. Israellet to life invrison-
ssrr in the slaying of .Dr. Ru-
4o Kastner, former car-airman
,f the Jewish Rescue- 'Ci_Srnrripittee
Nazi-occupied Budialzest Sin-
wed • Tueiclay.ftr ' March
19956. slaying were Joseph-
nkes. Zees. Eckstein and Dan
•rmer. Reedier the, court had
..ndrd Kastnet as ,.an "IV,P5
,tt h:S soul to the devil" by
'perms ing wit'. the Nazis in
exiisinsjhation
4,in-t-ley- deicing
- 5 - •
ft
r /
- sa
NO JOKING--Comedian Red Skelton and wife Geoig
is Bash
gladsome smiles In St. John's hospital. Santa Monica. Calif.,
where he is much recovered from the asthmatic attack t
hat
brought him there In serious condition Dec. 30. (intern
ational)
•
*sr
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as the. etilldren began to be
at
their parents to ,the trigger. It
tbe,girl had he; own idosas about
who her husband should be.....si
ne
would tell her chuic2e that she
would be ready to leave her
burns. on a certain night.
-Coeferenee Decides
"The .man in ques.ion had to
be very brave, and he' also ha
d
to follow an -ethical Pattern."
The youth would spirit the
girl away to the home of I
ns
parents, where. tine girl would go
into seclusion, permitted to see
only the ,inother of the boy,
Aguirre said.
1:51.1ter.ag--Uase,
were playng the rules;-.11e. wuulu
not touch the girl. He WOW(
)
sell his lather, who would sena
a me.ssenger to tne girl's father.
the girt s Lather would then sei,
a naie for a meeting at which
to arbitrate the tale of the girl.
"A committee, preturauly of
the most respecteo members ol
tne coturnuntiy, would then Call
on use girl's Lanni), and begin
nego..11000s. Ine boy would no.
aare to see the rather alone, for
many Mexican men- have been
shot un suchsloccasions."
- Aguirre said he himself was
chased by an angry, glut-waving
father when Aguirre headed a
cUrrimittee for a would-be hus-
band.
Only 04te Blank
- -
The parents then usually de-
cide'in favor of the boy, if they
are impressed by the arguments
and reputations of the commit-
tee members. The mother will
often ask that the daughter be
returned to her hearse to await
the date of the marriage.
Now, if Lisa. girl has not been
violated, the marriage hos the
parents' blessing.. But if ther
has been sny sex activity-es-
pecially if toe girl has brothers--
-Den wech out.
"The oitticiuty ,in this office is
.hat we have to hst all these
AIn-aways as 'immoral conduct'
.ea y wrung has% guise on be-
.ween the two," Aguirre said.
-In the most innocent elope-
meat cases, use 'intent to mar'st
ctur enters into the case,
there's only one- blank on tilt
form from Austin. It has So g,,
on the books as 'immoral A-con-
duct.' "
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped 11
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
NOW OPEN
BOB'S TV SERVICE
BOB RANDOLPH, Serviceman
6 Years Experience Servicing TV
In Murray
Located in ... WARD AUTO SUPPLY BUI
LDING
512 West Main Street
Expert Repair on All Makes TV & Radio
Phone 788
It No Answer Call 258
Announcing
The President Starlight
From the Home of the Golden Hawks...
The newest, most original Hardtops
on the American road...
From the famed Golden Hawk comes the long, low
high-fashion styling, the graceful fins, the open.
air gaiety. .of America's newest hardtops'
Luxury -styled, precision buds. both 'the President
and Commander ,Starlights combine the
open-air freedom of a convertible with the all-
weather snugness of a luxury sedan
And, beneath their original exteriors, they retain
all the film craftsmanship that value-conscious
car owners have long associated with Studebaker-
Packard automobiles. dependable Sweepstakes
•
The Commander Starlight
engine with choice of horsepower and transmis-
sion , Safety-Built bodies, variable ratio steertng,
and extra large brake lining area
('onifort. too, is everything you'd expect... from
the heavily upholstered, deep-piled cushioned
seats and extra foot room in rear to the safety-
padded dashboard and exclusive Flight-Style
instrument panel
Visit your local Shidebaker•Patitard Dealer today..,
he'll be proud to show you these two all-new
cars; gladlx send you dr Ida guest-dp vs y oar choice.
MIDWAY MOTORS - Hiway 641 So., Murray, Ky.
••••••
•
•
•
fugasparta•eamas.
•
- sseSsee--
• •.1.8.
*
- - .:MC-4Zata=limiattaxamaammat-...
•
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ksey at Lowes
hman at Murray High
Tray Trng. at Benton
Friday
• el vs. Lacy
Litnn Grove vs. Crofton
Kirksey at New Concord
Ahro at Fancy Farm
N. Marshall vs. Henderson City
( 
tip Marshall vs. Henderson Ho
ly
Name
Benton at Greensburg
Saturday
Huel vs. Crofton- .. -
Lynn Grove vs. Lacy
N. Marshall vs.' Henderson Holy
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Largest Fishing Year In History, Forecast
Just Where The Big Lunkers Are And Where
Frank-lot (Special) — Where
lie the Minibst.es.alt*
crappie—niw big tile bream and
the walloping walleye—what are
my chances and when ai•e they
best?
Those are the big questions,
the gnawing questions, in the
minds of nearly"' half-a-million
Kentuckians waiting n o w the
TIM signs of breaking spring
and :he kick-off of the 1958
Kentucky fishing spree. Ques-
tions to which there are, un-
fortuhately, no definite answers.
However, experts of the Ken-
tucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife gesuurces, eying a, fish-
N LIKE THIS should highl
ight the 1958 itentucky fishing yea
r. Recently compiled bio- ing year expected -to be the
1 reports indicate major lake 
fishing should produce big bass an
d plenty of them. Bass largest in the history of .the
his 5-34 lb. largemouth hung by Evelyn 
M )(felt of Jamestown, as 
husband Ervin Itiolts on. Commonwealth, have some salve
 for the burning brows of ang-
• 
lers.
urray rngnts LflG 1 St.
If Season Undefeated
Murray nights finished
th rst halff of season play
in Ato • Valley League
ight with an undefeated
as they •downed Hardin,
iy has now beaten all
nine °the). teams, in
W n Kentucky's olelest inde-
pendirs league, at least once
The s.sond half of league pleat
will g.•: underWay next Monday
night. The Knights will Mike
Cunni!,gham. who won its first
game last night with a 92-80
victor: over Lyon County. Sec-
place) Benton lost last snight, so
Murray's victory places them
erne games in the lead.
The local team was leading
by einly there points, 29-26, at
the end of the first quarter
last night and by 12 points,
• at the halftime intermis-
Mails Coach Landolt again used
▪ 111100 platoon system last night.
The- second platoon composed of
arrien Smikoski I andelt
High School
,Cage
Schedule
pert ... from
ol cushioned
o the safety-
Flight-Style
paler today...
two all-new
your choice.
Cy.
Lyon Cbunty, 92-80. Feast con-
struction. stopped Bugg The
Druggist, 117-77, Princeton beat
Benton. 87-79 and Possum Trot
won over Mayfield Sun-Dro
p,
92-82. .
The 'Cunningham attack was
centered around Teasley a n
d
Petrie. Both players netted 
28
points.- Wilson scored 22 for t
he
losers. Feast led at every quart 
Stop in their 'roll over Hugg.
Peyton • and Kinsey paced t
he
attack with 30 end 28 poin
ts
respectively..
Possum Trot had to pull awaY
in the final canto to de
feat
s
St
rd
Mayfield after the score wa
knotted at the. end 'of the fir
half and again at the thi
quarter stop. Lampley and Ba
r-
rett tossed in 19 each to s
pear
head the offensive drive. Wi
lson
whipped the netting for 31 poin
ts
to lead the, Mayfied team. -
Coy Creason hit for 28 poin
ts
but all in vain as Benton 
fell
to Princeton. The victors 
were
fed . by Brown with 18 and 
Ak-
ridge with 16 points.
Monday night will be Murray
's
first stop, off on the road
 of
repeat engagements as t
hey
spread the welcome mat f
or
Cunningham efith a 1-8 re
cord.
The Knightir;will have to 
win
nine games to go thru the se
ason
undefeated. Can they do it 
You
can get one-ninth of that 
answer
by coming ma; to the Carr 
Health
Building Monday night.
Knight *coring
O'Reardon 
21
Mikez 
12
Smikoski 
22
Landolt 
10
Peterson'  
8
Bradley •  
6
Brooks 
20
Kiser  
5
Last Night's Results
Feast Construction .27 56 77 
177
Bugg 'The Deuggist .12 33 53 
77
Possum Trot 24 38 63 
92
Mayfield Sun-Drop . 26 38 63 8
2
Princeton Atoms 21 38 63 
87
Benton 11 32 54 
79
Cane& Basketball
• Ratings
Huddled over' charts a n d
INCOME
TAX
FAX
Kentucky Society of Public
Accountants, an affiliate of
the National Society of
Public Accountants
are making their spring predic-
tions on the basis of early sea-
son jigging „catches. Jigging
started in the major lakes in
catty December and provided an
index of vehat was to folkiw.
Here is the lake - by - lake
breakdown as forecast in Frank-
-ter::
Kentucky _ Lake: the world's
largest man-made lake and site
of the nationally known crappie
run. With favorable weather,
the run .gfrouid rank with the
top runs of several years ago
It usually kicks-off in mid -
April. Jiggers took good catches
of bees there in December, pre-
saiguag good spring fisgeng. But
graphs in Division of Fisheries ths lake has 
too-iew bass fn,h-.
,
tradomarters here in the Capi- ermen.
tot City, eispents- Nave e n ova. o
laundering- biological data and smallen :Leh y
ear-in and year- 7- ,
—_-__s_.. 0
field report for nearly a nistith Experts
 think the big blue- - • 
•
in an effort to cAnipile a special gill that Provide
d •lap - flight
spring fishing farecast for the angling severa
l r year ago, may
C AT= :,n weattb . That forecast is be csming ba
ck. In The mean-
now completed. The ,wOrd _from time, bass casting wil
l be better %set
the experts to Kentucky's fish-
. . .
ing fraternity is. get I.:thing.
. All indications point to pos-
sibly the best fishing year in
nearly a decade; major lakes
report good spawn?, stream
fishing should be up. over Las;
year's 'take, and 111•00- than.. 5,-
000 new back-yard fishing spots
have been added to the spring
fishing map.
Minor Clark, dirixtor, of Ken-
tucky's Division of Fisheries-r
sums up the 4J58 dishing jiieture
in this manner, "On the state-
wide level, our prospects have
never been -better. We've had
excellent spawns and good
growing seasons. Fishing in Ken-
tucky's major lakes ranked
among -rhe best. in the nation
last year. We expect to be bet-
ter this year. Stream fishing: 
crappie, anu 
than it has in almost a decade.
generally is impteving and our
farm pond picture is bigger and
brighter." Clark said Kentucky's
fishing population is growing
steadily each year and predicted
more than half-a-million fisher-
men would try Kentikeky waters
during 1958.
- Various ranking fisbing fig-
ures around the stale' concur 
wiN provide good back - yacd
.han last y,ear.
Lake Cumberland: had'iaiii-
bly the stale's beat. jigging.. year
Ii
Twlieneyleak. e is slated to hi: its
fishing pc4k this Yea.r..A.L.it Citt7
es, and indications' are it will,
--•
• • i
-a--
with Clark's estimate, both of
fishing possibilities and number
of fishermen. Jim Coakley at
Kentucky Lake predicts toP
flight bass angling there; the
boyish bass-master of James-
town. Irvin Moffatt, one of the
ranking guides of the TVA-
Corps .4 Engineers chain-of -
lakes, says Lake Cumberland-
will bit its fishing peak this
year; Ken Wisdom of Dale Hol-
low inks for a comeback of the
big bluegill; and J. W. Cooper
of Herrington Lake says that
Bluegrass impoundment i 1 1
lair year and is 'off :6 kicid 4
s',.ar,, again this year. B a s s
eatche.s, are plentiful and large. -
 -. ; . 
, s
i --
fishing will be exceptional dur-
ing 1958—for bass, crappie, and
' / u••
/ ,
Herrintton Lake: the oldest of.
Kentucky's man - 'made lakes,
Herrington is on the upswing. I 0."'• . t 
..
. 1 fr isi.' .Shad-kill operations by the Di-vision of Fisheries gave. fall
fishing a decided boost. The
best early jigging in nearly lq
years was recorded there in 4 -
December. The lake should pro- 
_
duce mnre catches of bas., both 
. ...
fishing for bass, blaegall and
shellcrackers.
Frankf-irt officials tabbed the
--Green. Barren, Licking, Cum-
berland, Reckeastle a n d Ken-
tucky rivers and Elkhorn and
Kinniconick creeks - as possibly
the best stream bets in the
state. All offer and pan-
fish fishing. The Cumberland
and flockeaasle Loire walleye as
well, and the Kinniconick regu-
larly produces good catches of
musky.
The big end of' the spring
fishing season is expected to
have its best year in nearly ten 
get uttd-erway in mid-February
years. 
as jigging reaches its peak. The
Most 4 thefishing
'Walleye run in the Cumberland
Laurel 'and Rock castle
Rebels Fall
Before North
Last Night
The South may rise again but
NEW YORK IT The Unit
ed 
it wasn't in fate's schedule for
• the. 13th as the North Marshall
Press major college baske
tball
ratings (with first-place 
votes I
f you .are claiming Head oij Jets sl
apped the South Marshall
and won-lost records T
hrough
Household" Status or if you ar, Rebe
ls, 91-71.
Jan 11 in parentheses):
a surviving widow or wid
ower Facts and figures quite often
who q special 
Team Points 
such as no 
,
. ualifies for ia tax tell the
 story but wt  
I. West Virginia (29) (12-0) 345 
c imputation, make certain t
he the , case in this contest last
MURRAY STATE
2 San Francisco 
22) 
block provided therefor is check- nigh
t where the final 20-point
. (3) ()12-1
takes precedence in late Febru-
ary, followed by the Crappie •
run it Kentucky Lake and the
white bass nen in Herrington
and Dale in April.
After that, fisheries biologists
Ray. fiehing will level off for
crappie and blitegill with,
spring prelpecis generally the
best in nearly a decade.
GARDEN BOUT SET
NEW YORK IP — Unbeaten
Stephen Redl of Paterson, N.J.,
' makinghis f' Ala • •
aft-
er a six-inonth Army hitch, has
been matched against Gale Ker-
win of Valley Stream, N.Y., fir
a 10-round welterweight bout
at Madison Square Garden, Feb.
14.
• Here are some suggestions that
will help the Internal Revenue
Service in processing your re-
turn.
Uncle Sim takes in .over 55
million income tax • returns each
year. That is several tralnjoads
of pieces of paper and it is
hard ,to understand how the
Revenue Service does as good
a job' as it does, considering
the sheer 'volume of pieces 
of
paper it must handle and t
he
short space of time it must
handle them in. Let's do all we
can to make their job easier
for them and maybe we'll c
ut
their expenses and our taxes.
Send a separate check with
each tax return. If Forms 10
40
and ict418tits are filed or mailed
together, please forward a sep-
arate check for each and fasten
securely to the face of ea
ch
return.
See that all checks are signed
and payee is Internal Reven
ue
Service.
In submitting separate returns
for husband and wife, please
do'hot staple together, just attach
by clip. •
Attach securely all sel.edules
inside the return. Only Ferms
W-2 and check should be attac
h-
ed to the face of the retur
n.
Do not place remittance under
return.
Your name and home address
must be complete.
Space is provided on the I
n-
come tax return for
 the Social
Security Number of each spous
e.
Thieshould not be overlooked.
If the taxpayer or 'fe wa's
65 years or over at the 
end
of the taxable year. make ce
r-
tain the blocks provided ther
efor
cui line I. page 1. are checked.
The names of children enter
ed
on line 2 should equal the n
um-
ber entered on the right, 
hand
margin if line 2.
The number ef exemptio
ns
claimed on line 3, page shou
ld
agree with the number 'of
 in-
dividuals listed on Schedule 
1,
page -2.
-N. Ka-neat (1) 0 0-2) 
207 ed 
on page I. margin 
is not indicative of' the
5. North Carolina (1) (11-2) 166 
Vs.cin•se game played. -, 
BROADCAST
•
.Monday .
Stilton vs, Huge. The Druggist
at Sharpe
Passum Trot vs. Feast.Conslrue-
ten at Sharpe '
Princeton Atoms vs. -Mayfield
Sun-Drop at Milburn„
Cannirigham at Murray.%
4
 on County at Hardin
Benton at Cavcrna
-
Brooks and Kiser came into the
contest in the third quarter a
nd
poured in a sizzling 30 points
that enabled the Knights to 
pull
away to victory.
Murray , hit a high 55 per-
cent of their shots in rolling
up the huge score. Eight playe
rs
scored, five in double numb
ers.
Smikoskl b d the' way with '
22
points followed closely by O'Rear-
don with 21 and Brooks with
20: Brooks missed only one sho
t,
connecting on 10 of 11 'attempts
in amassing his point total. 
.
In Other Games
Cunningham recorded its first
victory of the season 'defeati
ng
•
College Basketball
Results .
By UNITED PRESS
, Saes -
Tufts 63 Northeastern 56
St. Francis (Pad 61
Pros idt nce 59
St. Frau. (NY) 72 Fairleigh 
63
72 Middlebury 66
Kings (Pa.) 84 hincoln (Pa.) 
60
Wustminister (Pa.) 78 Thiel 54
Wash. (Md.) C. 73 Catholic U. 
71
• South
Geotgia Tech 76 Mississippi 67
Kentucky 86 Tulane 50 •
Tennessee 75 Louisiana Statt 
51
William Ss. Mary 75 Davidson 
61
Tenn. Tech' 76 Middle Tenn.
 65
Delaware 83 Ursinus 69
Florida St. 58 Memphis Si. 51
Florida 66 Alabama 62
Vanderbilt 74 Mississippi St. 
62
Miami (Fla.) 9(1 Rollins 71
Midwest
Michigan 72 Ohio State 63
Indiana 85 Minnesota 64
John Carroll 91 Fenn 72
Kansas 67 Colorado 46
Cincinnati 93 Houston 57
Northwestern 82 olv.s 841 lot.)
Wisconsin 71 Illinois 70
St. Bonavereure 81 Detroit 
59
DePatil 62 Louisville 66
Nebraska 57 Oklahoma 54
Wash. (M(,.) 65 Beloit 57
Iowa State 63 Drake 42
Bradley 85 North Texas Stat
e 58
Southwest
Arkansas 58 Texas Tech 55
TfardzStrrrrn.  -Off- -Westrra - 43
Mejhi'dis4 82 Texas 68
New Mex. AleM 73 W.Tex.lit
. 72
Texas Christian 92 Rice 68
ei Atomic Schedule Kentucky
 High School
Basketball Results
by United Press
Fort Thom is St. Thomas 
SA
Maysville St. Patrick 39
. .
Breckinridge Training 67
Campbellsville 54
AdairCounty 47
SAVE FROM
*' $1000 tO $150
( ON AN ALL-ELECTRIC
HEAT PUMP
Ia
MADE BY
FEDDERS
LARGEST BUILDERS 'OF AI
R-CONDITIONERS
' ALFRED DUNCAN
Phone 1680, or See
For Free Estimates Today
Added impetus to 1958 fishing
possibilities is the farm pond
stocking program (.4 the Divi- 
•
sion- of FiiiherieS. Pislaeries boys
stocked roughly 5,500 new farm
elands Last year., These ponds
should be ready for fishing by
Date spring of -458. Located in
every county in The s:'-ate, they
6. Cincinnati (10-2) ..;:s
...165
7. Maryland (9-2) 
•145
8. Bradley (8-1)  
101
9. Oklahoma State (10-1)
   91
10. Temple (10-2)  ••-• 
83
Second 10 group — 11, Oregon
Slate, 45; 12. Michigan State. 
37;
13. Kentucky 30; 14. Utah,
 13;
IS. Mississippi State, .11; 16 (tie).
Notre Dame and Tennessee, -
 6
each; 18. Dayton. 5; 4.9 (tie),
Minnesota, Illinois and Seattle,
4 each.
Others—Texas Christian, North
Carolina State aid UCLA 
3
Attach all forms W-t--to the
,fact of the return. If it is a
b- South Marshall took the lead
solutely certain you cannot obtain an
d was out (rent of -their rival
forms W-2, please attach fu
ll ftom the North, 21-16, at the
explanation. In such instances, end of
 the first period. The Jets
if the withholdings are out 
of fought back in the second quarter
proportion to.,, the. wages, 11/e bu
t the Rebels still led by one
processing of The'retunt will be point
, 41;-39. at halftime. North
delayed. Ma
rshall finally pulled ahead by
If any portion of wages IS a sha
ky three points at the
excludable on line 6 (b), page close
 of the third stanza. 63-60.
I. .as received under a wage Nort
h spurted in the final canto
continuation plan for sickness or scor
ing 28 points and holding
injury, attach, statement showing th
e Rebels to only 11. -
computation and give full, parti- Bi
lly Ricks, fast moving guard
milers. Better still, attach form 
for the Jets, led all scorers
with SO points. The 5-10 speed-
each; 'St. John's (N.Y.). -Cal
i- -
2440.
The entry on line 17-B should ster hit 
14 shots -from the field
fornia and Memphis State, 2
 •be limited to payments on 1951,. and 
racked up. 1-1 ut. 14 free
each, Iowa State and Northw
est- if throws in making his plaint gath-
er. Green scored 26 points 'for
the losers.
North Marshall   16 as 63 91
South Marshall   21 40 60 71
North Marshall s91)
Forwards: Doyle 17, Lampley
8, Lai-Mier 2.
Center: Hall 7.
(bards: Ricks 39, Powell Ht.
South Marshall (71) -I-
Forwards: Green 26, Bohemian
3, Mathis 4.
Center: Jones 4. ---
Guards:•. York 17, Lynch 12,
Morgan 2. • -
ern, I. each.
Kentucky College
Basketball Results
by United Press
Kentucky 86 Tulane 50
DePaul 62 Louisville 80
Bellarmine 80 Centre 75
L'Indsey Wilson 98
Sue. Bennett, 95
'Kentucky Freshmen 89
Georgetown "B" 59
ensra ion. o •
Inclusion of other amounts will
cause delay in einicessing the
return. Show District Director's
Office where payments were
made.
If deductions are itemized, use
the space provided therefor on
page 2 of the return, if at all
possible. If your schedules are
used, follow the pattern and
order sequence on page 2 of the
return. The line "total deduc-
tions" should be filled in with
the total dollar amount of the
deductions. •
. qr.
_  • • •
• s
-
. • _ .
. • ••*
COLLEGE .
MIDDLE
TENNESSEE
Wed., Jan. 15 - 7:45.
Station wNBS
Sponsored by
find
OIL
ASHLAND
AETNA
A-PLUS
GASOLINES
BEST' FISHING YEAR IN NEAR
LY .A DECADE. 
That's the
word from fisheries experts 
in Frankfort as the 1958 seas
on
gets ready to open up. Minor
 Clark (above) director of th
e
Div. of Fisheries, in, a special 
spring fishing forecast, says 
good .
stiawns:and good fish-growth ra
tes indicate top prospects acros
s
•
the. state.
Cardinals Sign
HATTIESBURG. Miss. AP) —
Richard ( Bo) Dickinson5 junior
halfback of Mississippi Southern
College Who was selected in the
National Football League player
draft a year ago by the Chicago
Bears, has signed to play fur the
Bears next seaSon His sister
said Dickinson signed the pact
(Bob) Dickinson
last weekend shortly otter h
is
marriage to co-ed Joyce Read
y
of Biloxi, .Miss.
The gray fox can climb trees 
•
like a cat and often uses trees
to escape dogs, but the red f
ox
can't climb and usually burrows
to essape dogs.
Clearance
THE VARIETY SHOP
SKIRTS By
* FRELICH
* JANTZEN
* MAYFAIR
SWEATERS By JANTZEN
111
'MINE
3 
ON ALL —
WINTER MERCHANDISE
THE VARIETY SHOP
PHONE 2078
•
On Olive Across From Woods
 Hall
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Suburban H'Makers
Club Has Guest
Stteakers-A-r-ME*-
Mrs. Wayne Williams, labrar-
ian at Sedaha High School, and
Mrs. Vandal Wrather, h la 111
demonstrae..n agent. were guest
speakers aieethe recent meeting
of he Suburban lisenemakere
Cbub in the home of Mrs. Den
Grogan. Whenell Avenue.
Mrs. Weihams, introduced by
the reading &Lerman. Mrs. Hate
old Gran, discussed Kentucky
authors and reported' on the
book ''Hie To The Hunters",
written by ea famous Kentucky
slither. limae • • Stet
ceanon, the club presented MM.
Williams with a small gift.
Mrs. Wrather made c enments
on (evil Defease and the stres-
sed that etaryone needs to be
acquainted with this defense in
such uneasy times.
Mrs. -Pau; Grogan at Mrs.
Paul Wilson. maier prefeet lead-
ers, presented the lesson on
One Di th Meals". food nutri-
eres and their values _ They et-
pleased haw one ;dish could be
prepared with hale effur •
including many at the •Aaily feed
requirements.
The meeting eras caged to
order by the presedere. Mrs. Doh
Grogan. followed by the reading
of the minutes, 3 financial re-.
per. and rali cal: • te; Mrs. Rob
Erwin, secretary and treasurer.
Sixteen members answereti roll
call.
Lan aping notes. the remov-
al
.
ef dead_ treetante and prune
Tuesday, January 14
The Ann Hasse:tine Claes of
the Memorial Bapreet ; Church
will Meet in the home of Mrs.
Lester Garland. Pogue Street, a
7 p.m. '
• • • •
TheeMurray.'Star Chapter OES
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 in the evening.
Wednesday, J y IS
The Wernene Aux.eare of St.
-Jehree- .-Spaseepsi- Olsetrah-
meet in :he "borne of Mrs. Wil-
liam Thomas, North leth Street,
at one in :he aftern,00n.
• • •
Thursday, January le
., The Ly-r.n Greve PTA. will
meet in the teiping rem of the
high wheel &hiding at 2:30-pan.
ing shrubs. were theca:wed by
Me-s. Glen. Pace. She informed'
the group that ehrube were net
to be pruned during Ise month
Januarve Shee_ expliened the
correct way e.: femove dead
limbs from trees.
Mrs. Hared Gregan led devo-
tesnal :h eights by reading from
Luke 2:21.' Fel: wine the pro-
gram: the herseve and project
leaders sereed a meal conseashe
ef foods prepered- for one filth
The meeting was closed with
3 game directed by Mfs. Tem-
mye Taylor. recreaem leader.
• 'CALL
COME
GET-ACQUAINTED SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 15
*- FREE COFFEE, MILK & CHOCOLATE
DRINK!
THURS. & FRI., JAN. 16 & 17
* COLLEGIAlE SPECIAL MILK
SHAKE 10c!
Yes! Our delicious. double-thick Shake
regular 25c sizrWor just a dime!
•
COLLEGIATE
RESTAURANT
1413 WEST MAIN
"HOME OF HOME-LIKE COOKING"
-MEAL TICKETS-
...HOME-MADE ROLLS and PIES
011FEIC4401' PIZZA PIES
Walter and Vera Hutchens, Mgrs.
WIMOD'Adifirly 
'
•
•
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Wedangs raft&
Cub New* Actiyitia;t
Robinson, Grace Moot*, &erne+
els_ktugu--1,01101.-4104-
eConne41. 're C• • •
•
Mrs.- Alfred Tesler will be in
charge of the program. Members
and visitors are urged to attend.
• • ai
The Tri Sigma Alumni will
.meet at 7:30, in the evening in
the home 'of Mrs. 0. B. Bootie,
Jr.. Lyeari Grove Road, "
• • . •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's. Club. will meet
at the club house wi Mrs. J.
A. Outland as program chair-
-tram -Ezell cif- the Ezell
Beauty School, will • speak on
Geed. Groomeig. Hostesses a r e
Mesdames Humphrey Key, Ray
Kern. R. D. Langeton, J. E. Lit-
and Melus Linn.
• • • •
The BerKne& and Prefeesional
Women's Club will meet at 6:30
a! the Collegiate Restaurant -en
Wes: Main Street -
. • • •
The Paris District Suzannahs
will- meet at the home of Mrs.
W. A. Bowden, Wingo, at 11:0e
th 'the morning.
The Murray Girl Scout.- Amo-
elation will meet at 930 in the
morning at the Scout Cabin.
• • • •
The Women's Association of
the College Pre-sibs-at:an Church
wsitt meet in the home of Mrs.
Charlie Crawford at 8, p.m.. Mrs.
Ben Scherfizus is • in charge' of
ene program.
• • •_
The Women's • Society of' Chris-
:Ian Service ect the First Methoe
es:. Church will Meet at . the
recreational *hall at 10 o'islock
,n the morning.
" 7 I • •
Fatly, January 17
The New Concord Homemak-
ers Club -will meet in the home
.1 Miss; Mary Montgomery at
11 .tn.
• •
Sunday. .1 y 19
The Muse Departinew Ctierus
•f the Murray Ween's Club
will, have an important rehear-
s! a: 230 in the after:leen at
elea club house.
. • • 1
Monday, J 
fee
y 20
T h e Murray • Manta:a:curing
WoreareeCkii will hold its rept- Vurbuie Bu"erv'"reb•
.ar meeting a: six iecielet at All MernberS are urged to be.ne guest p"stesses fur present at the next meeting to
•ta inseeng wee be Mrs. Frank be .February 13 in the home of
taanseat. Mrs. Lynnville rates Miss Marvin Crawferd. All vial-,
and Mrs. eLac r. elleneen.hip. ti"Lin are "vele"ble•
• • = •
The Penny Homemakers Club n 
i"/ 
D
meets in the home of Mrs. Delia 1-e Group
Saturday .1Iurray
Electric Building
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of .hr Daughters of the
American Revolution met at the
Murray Electric Building. Sat-
,,,.4S, alternison, January 11 at
Golden Circle S. S.
Class Held Thursday
In Alexander -Home
Mrs. Tommy Alexander, and
Mrs. Charles Whittled& were ;co-
hoetess tos the Golden Circle
Sunday School ClaSa of the First
Baptist Church on Thursday
evening. January 9 at the home
of Mrs. Alexander.
Following a prayer by Mrs.
Flagon McDeneel Mrs. Whieneu 
pr t ee-devotion ian
-Man's Creation and Purpose."
--.&--iihort business session was
held. Games were played and
refraehments were served.
Those present ineluded Mes-
dames Kenneth Adams, J. R.
Carpenter, Halton Charlton,
Donald Cole, Kenneth Cramer,
Lewis. Marten, • Ragen McDaniel,
James McNeely, B. E. Spencer,
Dean Whiseades, William Wyatt
and the coehustewes.
••••111••••••
Graham at 10 am.
• • • •
Atlantic herrings is strictly a
sea fish. for wilike the 'other
4-1errings, the khad and alewife,
it does net enttr fresh water.
'1 Mr. and MN. Carte Rackae
have teturned h. .me after spend-
The If trees esyes HOmemakers
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Tempest Pasohall.
- • .• •• • •
Cherry Corner Club•
Meets Recently To
Study Foods -•
The Cherry Corner Homernake
er's Club held its regularatonthe
ly meeting, January 7. Tuesday
at 10:30 in the morning in the
home of Mrs. Clifford Farris.
- -The meeireng• was conducted by
the vice-president. Mrs. W. D.
MeCuiston. A discussion of the
lesson on '"Foods" was given by
Mrs. N. A. Ezell and Mrs. Char-
les L. Stubblefield. They pawed
out new., recipes of one dish
meals preceeding the meeting
,.and each member prepared a
portion of the dinner. Mrs.
Dewey Crass asked the noon
blessing.
In the afternoon, ;the members
worked on their wall plaque
protect The plaques- are on "sale
at tt_er-- Fabric. Fair and Faye's
Beauty Shop.
The next meeline will be
February •4, a "sine o'clock in
the afternoon at' the home of
Mrs. N. A. Ezell. Visitors are
always welcome,
. • • ,
* ENDS TONITE*
DAVijj_
"PAJAMA. GAME"
In Color
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
•••",'•
rt:,--outn cJorstrse
KILEY.„1 SEVILLA
SPAM. STI ArFA1R
. 11e.
eese. •
a desert plate was served by- Tuesday. J y 
21• 'he; hostesses.Circle- 11 of the %SOS se the • • •I eat Merhode: Church •
:see/ at 2:30 p.m. in •.1-ie educe- Miss Niccum Is.nal building. liestess fur •the
.epteeirge _lee be Mrs'. w. 33.111otiored With PartySAC:, ̀'Iser- Mr,. J. T. Sarnmens.
• • • .* On Sixth Birthday
itli,e,a1 meeting at, the Mies Bee aina F ye Niccuis wasWM Us . use Bait • Cleareh, will ti; ,n 'red on her sixth ter telayc-Iceast at Vise eituren r-pac.4
Hostesses wen Mrs. &et). _Nice
cum, Etettim's em ether, and her
gra nrinasther, Mrs. Verba Ray.
Games were played end the
honoree opened gifts prieent ed
to her by the guests.. Cake,
coekies, Vatat.s chips, and soft
s Tfi Music Department* ef the deihits were %served.
Murray Woman', Club Will meet Those ettending', were Davidat ; the club /seise a: 7:30 in the Merris, Kaiye flarrep,hur, Bar-et; ening, Tile program will be ba ra Hampeher, Donald Gene
The Hedger-Hammerstein\ -Se•ry laimpkins, Debby Ceusey, Stes;e; Tress will an e pen meeting.' Has- Camay • Connie Lynn No-urn,
eas' art. Mesetanies Ldwaru Gra- Willi, 'Buten" Nseetun, tIi e
:eta Lawr.ence_ C. hacker., Lem.i jail:terse rad nsstetwo.b..
One Dish Meals
Studied By Lynn
Grove Homemakers
ab
-
"One D Meals" was subject•
for the Import of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers_ Club reeent/y held
in she home- of-Mrs. Carl Lock-
hart. Lesson leade4; were Mrs.
Leon Chembers and Mrs. Joel
Crawford.
- - !hie, meal was served buffet
style to the mne members and
two visitors present. The lead-
ers discussed the importance of
getting the different vitamins
the bedy heeds daily.
• The devotional was given by
Miss Stamm Crawf4rd. • a ;
Games and songs were lead
by Mrs. Cliffeni Miller, recrea-
tional leader. A lesson on Land-
"Thew To Be Done In
January", was given by ;.Mrs.
tog 
several inetirlh's rea- 1 2:30. Hostesses were Mrs. Leoneves in Arizena.
- Gragen and Sirs. Roy Dm me.• • • • h
The regent. Mrs.- Grogan, pre-Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cude skit. Opening prayer was given
by _Mrs. Ceti Gilhs Hester and'
the .salute to the Sag vsa= led
by Mrs. Garnett Jones. lees was
f sleeved ;by the American Cased
given in unison. • -
Mrs. -Wells Purdone treasurer,
made her report which wa= ap-
proved by the group, During
he businem meeting matters
•
pertaining ei 'the cheieer were••chwussed.
Preblerns of the United Na-
were read by Mrs. Loon
Go gen.- chairmen ef the • c-sm-
matee. Annual committee re-
peats were given by the etiair-
man•
'Mee present .were Mesdames
W =ley Wa ld rep, Cleo H ; ;ster,Mr and Mrs. Jet; Pat Hackett t-Lawrie Rickert. Pr ice DIA',t and daughters. Lane arid Leslie Welk; Pun:tern. Geerge• H a r ti/of Seasmore. Ind., have return- ,rernan Graham, Garnet Jeer,
ed bane ar'er vis4.'ing their  Petereen, D. F. McC.maell,parents. Mr. arid 'Mrs. Pat Hac-
and- Mrs. Ruth Peay ef Chicago
*end ' the weekend , velibastela-
eves recently.
• e • •
Mr._ end Mrs. Charles Re y
Saute. announce the birth of. a-4
non, Gregory Keith, teen De-
ecenther 22 at the Lanoen H.-
in Detrent, Mich. The baby
. .seethed eight pelmets 9 ounces
at birle. The Bazzells have. a
deueteer,• Pamela, age three.
• • • .
. •' Mrs. Dernus Futrell recently
, returned from a ewe weeks visit
with her daughter and family,
Mrs. J. C. Calfee ef Washington,
D. C.
• • 4. •
Len Gegen, and Roy Devine.lice. Poplar Street. and Mr. ,and Mrs. EridrNese was a vaster.J. R.- Riley, Pare, Tenn, A• 'net clese of the meetiree.
in the mernuig.
is •tee ',a
The Murray Assembly •of.ttain-
,14.v.tir_qtri4 will held its Intel-
tiun service at _ 7 pen. at tile
Masonic: Hall.
• • •
II••••••••••
•••
.•
•
1.;
I.
-'"
•
• ate
TUESIYAY - JANUARY 14, 1958
I
PERSONA": ,
' Mr. and Mrs. James • White have rettirtiel so their home 
in
anti chikeren, Jerry and Vickie, Meivindale, Mich., after 
yield?*
•  their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lay-
Stitch and 'Chatter
Club Meets In Home
Of Mrs. Bondurant
Alle,--9titeir-qtrrt-Inutter--e-h
mot Thursday at erneen, J..n-
uary 9, at two o'clock in :he
tame of Mrs. C. 0.-15ondtrrent,
Olive Street.
The group played earrasta and
weleotned a new mernber, Mrs.
Ray- Buchinghein. Refreshments
were served to• Mesdames Tim-
my Lavender, Charlie Hale, Au-
gust Wilson, H u g Ihelson,
Graves Hendon, Vestor .Orr, Bob
eleCluiSon, Noel Melugen, Bryan
Tetley and the hostess.
mon White of Hazel and Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Beach of Kirk-
say.
• • • -
Mr. and' Mrs. Ellis Wrather
amilse had as reeee, '
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Fulton and
daughter, Joyce, of Clarksville,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Fulton and son. Barre, of
Spengfielid, Tenn. Mrs. Wrather„
is an aunt of the Fultons.
• • • •
Aknoet hale of the 2.700.000
tourists Who traveled te Spain
last year arrived by car.
THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IN
friJAMILIAlltrif
SUIT VALUES TO $69.50
- NOW $2500
DOUBLE BREASTED
CRUELTY TEIAL-U. S. Marls*
Adrian McLane (above) of
Philadelphia Is scheduled for
trial to Yoeosuka, Japan, ac-
cased of cruelty to brig prison-
ers at Sasebo. (fistensistionci)
O:EideuPSUITS RIG 50 To S 5500
$1500 TO $1950
ALL
- These Suits Are Broken Sizes 35 to 39 Long and Reg.
During this sale you can buy a suit from thee
groups for the price -you would normally it
for a pair of pants of the same quality.
TOPCOATS
EDUCED!
Reg. '49.50 •  Now '337
Reg. '45.00 & '39.50 Now '29.5
Reg. '34.50  Now '25.
ALL
Sport Coats
Reduced As Much As
25%
,Reg. NOW
'32.50 
i29.95 ...
:24.50 
LARGE GROUP
ODD LOT MEN'S
SOCKS
Reg 11.00 Value
4 pr. $100
ONE GROUP
HATS
Reg. 110.95
$650
ALL HATS REDUCED
10
THIS WEEK ONLY!
24.50
.. '23.00
"19.50
MEN'S
SLACKS
- ONE GROUP -
100% WOOL and WOOL BLENDS
Values To
s12.95 '2.00
(Some Of These Are Soiled)
ONE GROUP
ENTIRE STOCK
NEW
SUITS
REDUCED
10%
TO
20%
Of Regular Price
to
SLACKS reg. $895 to $1195
Sizes
28 to 34 $3.95
ONE GROUP REG. 58.95 to $16.95
SLACKS Now s5•95
S (LONG SLEEVE)MALL
rSHIRTS and KNIT SHIRTS ea. $1
LARGE GROUP-SPORT SHIRTS
Reg. NOW
'5.95 & '5.00 .... '3.90:
'3.95 to '4.95 '2.90
ALL WINTER JACKETS and
ONE LARGE-GROUP
DRCSS SHOES
Reg.
112.95 &'43'95 $7.95
DRESS SHIRTS
'4.50 and '5.00 .. NOW '2.90
(Clean But Broken Sizes)
CAR COATS .. Reduced 1/3
ONE LARGE GROUP
SHOES - • - $4.00
Reg. 110.95 & 112.95 Values
Most Of These Are Loafers
GRAHAM AND JACKSON
-•
3
CLOTHING STORE
Where You Buy Quality With Confiderrx
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fee eite day. inheiseuee of 1.7 words for 60o - 6
c per word for throe days. Classified WI ewe peribioI..save/see.
R SALE
pure bred. Anelual
gilts. Jan. 15, at
Selling 40 bred gihs.
boars and gilts. At
ar Farm, 21/2 miles
of Mayfield Hwy. 121.
J14C
-7919•••••••1111••••ft 
Professor's Dream House. Cue
block from college. 3 bedrooms,
two baths, stagly, air condition-
er, automatic. heat. Phone 721.
TFC
860 FORD tractor and equip-
ment. Consider trade. Tractor in
new condition. Howard Bran-
don, phone 2368. J I4C
ROSSWORD PUZZ1 E 
An. "
AC non---
Cheer
Lean -tog
link•r's urnduet
The self
111111 IIATIS•
Mr. President
Sounded a horn
-Lifted with
laver
- Flying
mammal
2-The ow ileums
4-Plunge
-1.ease
2')-24tupid person
-
33-Female ruff
24-entijuni lion
3:,-Short sleep
17-Obtained
39-Symbol for tin
40-Cover
42-Chibtren'•
VIM!
ololo.69•41
• I 3
it
is
-et Adirestre
substanee
44 -Ireland
46 -
pagoda
40-111efea t
5i-Vi,gia will.
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Si- I.iihs
58- Insect
61-Man's
nickname
62 -1r iirl's name
64 -Vast age
65-- Metal
64-11e11V enly
bottle,
67-Land measure
DOWN
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4-Trulonic deity
7-8eeek
3-Supercilious
person
4- Sm. r
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11-Man's -
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16- 91alicious
burning
IS-Pad/Ile
?a-Noise _
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fnr
' 4 41,4m. at cards
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; aezres
Sation Wagon, '8 passenger, 1
Ford A-1, power steering, over-
drive9 radio4 and heaier. 2-tone
paint; red and white interior.
Priced to sell. Call 2277. J15C
PHONOGRAPH 3- speed porta-
ble. New. $20. Phone Murray
2071-W. J14C
NICE -10 room house. 5
and basement 1st fluor.
income on 2nd floor.
garage. loarge lot, near college,
churdh and giocery. Priced to
sell. „
NICZ-.-2.-_-bedroom battle. near - - ---
school.• Large utikity, garage
at:ached. Paved street. A bar-11 
HELP WANTED
gain.
GOOD 30 acre farm. Good' 6
.11
FOR RENT
fonfILS
$92.50
ble
room hmse. Plenty- of outbuild-
ings, fenced. One of best, farm-
ing sections. Good road, school,
mail & milk route. See this one.
Galloway Insurance and 'Real
&nate Agency. Ph. 1062. Home
J115C
NOTICE
JUST RDCEIVED a new Ship-
nstnt of 1958 ,Weekly Reminder
and Appointment Books and
truck drivers' Daily Log Books
tar compliance with I.C.C. regu-
lations. Office Supply Depart-
*. .
tment, Daily Ledger & Times.
Doane 55. TF
"Parkng is no
Starks Hardware,
jar. Phone 1142
delivery.
•••11. ••••••••• mare
Problem" at
12th & Pop-
for free City
TFC
service. (whited
•
A NICE brick house at 208 So.
'12th St. Three bedrooms, living
room, dining room, den, kitchen
and bath and a half. AB dirapes
furnished, all modern conven-
iences, garage disposal, dish
waster, electric heal., complete
r conditiOning, and nice fenc-
ed in back yard. Itnnitdiate pus-
esaion. Call Cross Spann & Son
Real &state. Phone 889 or 1562.
J14P
DEAD STOCK removed 4res.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call berg distance
collect, Mayfi.L 413, Union Cit.),
1308. A7C,
EUZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
iThe Doctor's Husband
C 1967 by Elizabeth Seifert. Reprinted by permission of t
he novel publisher.
Dodd. Mead • Co. Distributed by King Features S
yndicate,
,the Nistras•ptit'a itiither oldiga•
r LL Cal..LEL.) it non- ::3n u• 05 me. Now, my dear. I
1 -1.1 refuge, Terey's isuriateere on. nave amnia nig 'to err which I
re-irtainire, her non-pr. few. •,:ai I hope you will take in god pert."
,Catus. But s'le thoulht she'd bet- If not, youflt sa If aittlaail•
ter keep things as they were for thoight Tracy, lowering her lash-
a time. of course, she es to conceal whatever might
Whea.d.to get back to work. And show rn Iser ey.s.
'It times she failed to keep up her -1 would be very surprised to
guard. krow," said Dr. Dana, dusting hia
She so faded at a flap" party nngers with his napkin, "that I
just a week after her walk with , had not previously warned you
Michael and their talk of this against taking any part in your
coaretation ease and Dr. Dana. husband's profession: surely I've
"Lap" part tell were an install- told him not to talk to you about
tion in those parts, among the, it, and I'm fairly sure I've sug-
colleges faculty members and the grated to you that you would do
clinic doctors. They were eimple better to keep out of his affairs,
to give and fun to attend: good Eh?"
trec was •Ssays • feature of Tracy nodded, and 'ran her
them. A meal was set out upon a fingernail .long a wale of the
buffet ;small trays were provid• corduroy across her knee.
ed; these were held in one's lap "It's almost a career in itself,"
while eating. expanded the little doctor, "a
This particular party Was being wife's 'caution about interfering
given by the head of the Art with her hushand's work, talking
Department at the college. about his patients, or in Michael's
'• Tracy. seated .next to Or. case, about the affairs of his
Daugherty, began to discuss with .
,him a controversial public health
ease. She became heated in her
, opinions. She overstepped a lay-
man's good manners in discussing
• professional topic.
She bilked too much: she !Lied
ternis Which only a doctor would
use.
Dr. Dalieherty was angry-as
perhaps he hail a right to be. It
was an ungerstandable reaction,
cerbsnly. •
"Mrs. Loren!" said Dr. Daugh-
erty. "Flow do yoii know all thht
you've been saying tp me7" He
meant her professional approach.
And Tracy knew that he meant
that..
"Michael's talked to mrl, about
the matter, doctor." She ilmiled
" at Dr. Daugherty. and got up
from the couch, "I hope you aren't
offended at what I've said." she
skid earnestly. "My Intentions
were the .hest in the world."
"I understand.- growled the
plivs4n. his eyes watching her
odd] sht. walked away to join:
another group.
Perhaps he Was annoyed that •
this distressing situation had de-
veloped-or maybe he was Plat •
angry at Tracy'. impertinence. in
any case, he must have talked
about the matter, and the next
day Dr. Dana brought the matter
biek to Tracy.
About three in the afternoon,
he came upon the porch MA rang
the hell. She looked at him tun-
piciously, but led him to the py-
ing room, and went off Tor a
glass of milk and some cookies.
What could Dana want? She'd
better watch her,step.
She returned With the tray, and
Dr. Dana spent a minute being
gallant. He ate a cookie and
supped of his milk, and announced
that he had rather taken on being
sinter familia., to the profeesion in
these parts. She understood that?
"You've been very kind to us,"
mil Tracy demurely. 'Roth you
..., ▪ 'era Dene."-
-
' "Yes. Oil)' long friendainp,with
•
•
- cp el-PA DE D
ALL RIGHT, MY
BOY- NOW YOU KNOW
HOW TO READ AND
TRAN- T
MESSAL7E5
•
>SI.;
•
Hawaii-Australia
Overseas Construction
Clerical, carpenters, truck
,drIvers, mechanics, cooks,
welders, all trades. Crafts-
men $750 month plus hous-
ing, f o o d, Wansporttation,
Arabia, South America, Alas-
.404. many others. 18 - 60.
Money back guarantee. Send
$2.00 for Foreign Jobsite List-
ings. AFC°, Box 1416, Fres-
no. California. j14c
BABY sittang -job nights. Call
Dorothy Porter, Phone 1199-J.
1 J15P
$10 1111.1.10P4 MORE-Commerce
Secretary ..Sinclair Weeks tells
the Senate roads committee
that the administration's na-
tionwide highway program has
to have an additional $10 bil-
lion because of rising costs
since passage. (listerriaftcracii)
Reds Claim Gain In A Power Taming_
LONDON th - Moscow Radio! Soviet phyincisi
s, he said, "fur
broadcast an official claim that the first time in the wor
ld
Russia has made the first major t have obtained a tehmerature of
breakthrough in' the race to tame lover one million degrees.
the power of the H-bomb. I'They observ
ed under labora-
A leadirrirSoviet physicist said 'tory conditions 
the phenomena
in the broadcast that Russian' taking place during the exp
lo-
scientists during 1957 created a sion of an 
H-bomb.
test-tube thermonuclear reaction. "Th is the first substantial
-Ah official in- amosk--aim
ed.
British Aomic Energy Authority taming a cont
rolled thermonu-
immediately questioned whether clear reaction." -
Russia was first in the race, British Were First
bit) declared "there is no reason ,The British official spokesm
an
to disbelieve" Soviet progress, reacted with 
a reminder that
Alexander Terpigorev, a ,mem- British, scientists at Ira r w e 11
ber cif the Soviet Academy of a t orici c 
research establishment
Sciences which directs all Sotiet "have ach
ieved temperatures well
researth, made 'Moscow latest over one million degrees."
scientific claim in a review of He pointed out that Britai
n:-
1957's achievements. • p
ace-setting thermonuclear ap-
paratus went into operation last
August "and results Sirnilar to
these of a fusion al-borob) re-
action have been observed"
The British spokesman said
further report .on Harwell' rec!_
search is expected "early in the
new year." But he added:
GIRLS FATALLY CRUSHED
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. Ills -
t..cal driven by a soldier ran
onto the porch of a home here
Friday pinning two girls against
a brick wall and crusthing them
to death.
The victims were Beverly Ann
Pointer, 5, and Priscilla Walker,
9. The soldietp•i. Pfc. Franklin
Pulioni, 24, was charged with
murder by drunken ciri
The All-America rose !garden
at the Headquarters of the "Unit-
ed Nations in New York is said
to be the most fomous in She
world. People 'f r o in virtually
i every country in the world have
iread about this , unique beauty
:spot in the mad)" publications
issued by the U. N.
"It is well known that the
Russians have been doing work
of , this type...and there is no
reason to disbelieve their state-
ments,
seem i to have reached
results like those which were
observed at Harwell at the end
of August."
•
The 'object of _'he research
is to achieve temperatures ap-
proaching those of the sun so
that heavy hydrogen, the 'fuel
of the H-bomb .and of the sun
itself, can be made to "fuse."
This, releases vast amounts of
energy. Until now, fusion could
20TH CENTURY-FOX -CITY"-Here's a sketch-in view of what
20th Century-Fox studio's $225,000,000 building program will
make of the 284-acre picture lot in West Los Angeles. Left
fortiground. three 20-story office buildings; right, a 30-story
office building; beyond, eighteen 20-story apartment buildings.
Also, there will be a 1,000-room hotel. Building begins in July,
will take about seven years. / sternal sunal Euundpholo)
NA NC"
. OUR
LIGHTS
WENT
OFF
, 
ABBIE ad SLATS
he ...accsimplisned oily
explosion.
. Far More Rewarding
The research race is a three-
wat' one among Rus.sia,-themUnit-
ed States and Britain, with the
latter, two working in partner-
ship.
Whoever wins will have ac-
more' rewarding than launching
earth satellites or firing inter-
continental missiles.
fs
PAGE FIVE
all the energy ana fuel he needed
from seawater-
British .- scientists claimed in-
in an- formally in Novembe
r and De-
cernber that •- they .were leading
In the first phase of the race
-the creation' of high tempera-
ture, Unofficial reports placed
the British figure at about five
million degrees. .
But today the Russians went
further than the British in ci
ing they observed a tamed-d
hcinth rt24141441 1.44.a.§.40
sidTred a major evelopmen
It's 40.
NEW EATING RECORD
_
The victory will give man a
new and more potent source
of power, the ability to create
"HOOKED" BY DOPE-Barbara
Burns, 19, daughter of the, late
puntonst,"Bazooka" Bob Burns,
sits delectedly in -custody in
Los Angeles, where she ad-
mitted she was a heroin user.
"I'm really hooked," she told
police. She said she received
6300 monthly Income from h
er
father's estate and "almost all
of it is going for my habit."
She said she bought four caps
daily, $3 ea, It. (international/
•
•n
BEDLINGTON, England MS -
Joe.Steele, who claims the title
of "world eating champion," set
another record. Wednesday. He
ase-seven feet. 10-inches of saus-
age in five anei a half minutes.
He sa4_,he w.anci,:have done bet-
ter but he already had a hearty
breakfast only a few hours earl-
ier.
LEE
UPHOLSTERY
SEAT COVERS
MADE TO ORDER
AUTO
UPHOLSTERY
Phone 2277
113 So. 13th St.
A.%
You Can limo
In Your I:onso
Tor Tromp' insti.Iation CiiD
SERVICE
105 N. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. Pis. 1177
• ,
0.4
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
411111111111111•11111111•111MIMMINIONEW
9.1 4 I Pet 011 - .••••• 96•664
Coo 1414149 11614•41 Po.o.• %rt., 69.
I'm SURE
GLAD I
LEARNED
THAT. NOW
WHEN CX:Ir l5EGIN
EARNING MY
SALARY?
j
47
-
La.' ABNER
I SUPPOSE NOUSE...)....
WILL GIT YOUR
'I. INSPIRATION SAME_
WAN/ TH: LATE BIG
STAN ISLOUSF_
DO!•1E7.,._cz„(PI
WHEN YOU LAND, YOU CAN
START TRANSMITTING
MESSAGES DESCRIBING
WHAT YOU
SEE:
HAMELN!,
GLANCIN'
VROO
TN'
PAPER!
:?&441itimow .14.„ Ca4\*Pat
v. u. .41A mama
C.m. "$44. Vaasa Seem
•
a -
by Raeburn Van Buren
by Al Cipp
•
clinic. Certainly no wife of any
of our doctors should discuss
these matters.
"You see, my dear, if Michael
-or any doctor--wishes to suc-
ceed in group practiee, he simply
,cannot have his wife going about,
spreading gossiis'"
Tracy sat forward. "I suppose,"
she mud quickly, "that you're re-
ferring to Dr. 105augherty."
"I mentioned .no names!"
"Yoe wouldn't. But I'm just as
sure that Dr. Daugherty has
talked to you about sonic things
I said to him at the Peglars' last
night. But listen. Dr. Dana-I
didn'S eprciur gossip.. I talked di-
rectly_ Sp Dr, Daugherty, and ex-
cept for Michael who!Incidentally,
agrees with Inc. I've not .1,5u-implied
the case with anyone. I talk
to Dr. Daugherty, and everA•vord
I said was true.
Dr. Dana put lip a pink hand in
protest. "My dear girl, the gist
of what 1 came to say .to you
would he that ---yrni should not
interfere in any way, by saying
even one word!" His blue eyes
rounded, and his head bobbed up
and down for emphasis.
-"But -" said Tracy, anxious
that he not miss the point.
"Perhaps you were right," said
the little doctor. "But I ani sure
you did more harm than good by
saying what you did." -
"Oh, that's silly!" Tracy cried
Indignantly. "I'm sure yriu feel,
Dr. Dana, that it is the rightful
duty of a doctor to do anything
he can and sees' as a chance to
care for and promote the general
health Of the crimmunity. That's
all I was doing."
Dr. Dana lifted his Chin. 'Td
not think of speaking so to one
of my colleagues, Tracy! And eer•
tainly I would not think of tieing
my position as nne citthe sperial-
fgt. in our clinic ..."'
•0h. oh! thought 'T'racy. There
reefs ir.hrit I,. tichisd this Mbfl?
fir is ns,,uq il fit warn me. and
Michael through in,. toatau
- "I truly think," the heart ape.
4 - •
rfe)f Fotpe0
I i...- lared stiffly, - t e.• •'i
dector gets along bett-i -.e
attends to his own Fiat ,
to his own practice. And lets'! -e
other doctors alone, in all w...
In other. words,- Dr.
CM stualkl hand th? C0.1. ctatAin "
case Nick,
Tracy pulled tip orc knee and
hugged it with her folded ton.-
arms. "But dottors.•• OS said
softly, her hazel eyes as bright
as sunlight on copper. "are work-
ing in ',clinic. The whole idea of
your oFt anization is 'an Integra-
tion of-your knowledge and opin-
ions. -Though I might argue that,
whether formally so organized or
not, the whole medical profession
is actually such a clinic. I mean,
from the time he takes his oath,
a. doctor is obliged to help care
for the general health of the com-
munity. Even when that doctor
ain't actually practicing, he. or
shr. is obliged to keep his oath
and act upon any sign-that-
comes to ;him ." . •
The words trailed away into
silence, for Dr. Dana's quickened
interest, his brightened gaze, told
Tracy what she had all but done.
She was sorry if her secret had
slipped out just here and now,
but after all--
"I mean it!" she cried with ee-
newed vigor. "I feel that a doctor
431 bound by his oath, and I'm sure
Michael feels the same way. He'd
not hesitate to help--or interfi re,
as you call it -jf he thought he
could help anotifer doctor in han-
dling a case in your hospital "
But that wasn't so good, because
the enaretation was a case in
which Dr. Dana had sought to
step in on Michael.
Dana- too - 7reirriateri her -c t a-
t ion for what it was. Of course
the man was understandably
touchy 'about Michael's gunning
for his pavilion as a heart special-_
hit lie was afraid of Michael, and
that fear now voiced Itself in an
attack on Michael's wife.
"Why don't you practice 7" he
asked, his features sharpened. "If
you have an M 11.7" His tone
managed to cast doubt on the
quality of that degree. ,
Tilley just laughed, and shook
her head, feeling the ends of her
hair lift, and fall back into place.
"I don't practice," he said gayly,
"because I'm not licensed."
And she was not. Not in New
England.
"Will you have more milk?"
she asked then. politely
"Oh no'" • His refusal was
briisque. Then he caught at his.
good's manners; and said some-
thing about the refreshments hav-
ing been most enjoyable.
lie scurried out to his car, and
drovc_sway. Tracy pictured the
little an scurrying around the
neighborhoOd, telling heaven knew
what.
Rut Tracy has Marled a tem-
pest In n teapot. Dr. Dana
grim% balls the stars lii tomor-
rou's 111.1a !linen t of "The Doe-
tor' Husband."
-
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Headlines
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In For More
Middle EA
By CHARLES M MCCANN
I Umted Press Staff_Cor•esnonden*
Cold war headlines are likely
to chift hack to the Middle
East 'arstein before lone
Dispatches from Europe !tenor'
thee Soviet Fru.cia intends ts
intensify VS campaign of • infi•-
•tration and propaganda.
The infiltration would be 'cen-
tered on Egypt and Syria Thi.
pronaranda would be Otrectee
  a-Introit-the 'Vatted-- STaTer.---TIT fiery 
and Jordan. whose Young Kim*
Flussetn Syria especially st ill
Ii' nes t o ert hrnw
--
-
THE ;EDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
i Continued from Front Page) Resolution...Biu Three • • •• • • Murrayurray Hospital . . .
a
'Continued from Front Page)
-••••Ir•
peed by -Reuther end the
• ' aW execittive board because of
he economic rercessisiii and the
needs of natienalseeeurity.
- Sten-aid worri.4•-y 3biiT meite-
han 6,00G layoffs in the Ford
rk force. said the sherter
ret week, passed at the 1.7A
-.invention last summer, would
!have provided more jobs. The
i.riginal Wan .of the union was
fur mere oay snel this ,horter
work week
Plane C tion Fight
Ste.:lato ,said he would 10 s
nth' for the four-day week ar
he special UAW convention here
Jan. 77-74. The conventlo
1.000 delegates must approve the
Reuther plan. _already passed byI 
r
e 25-nnember eriCcutive board
. Murray. Mr. JJC BrIlei2 w„.L.. it. Rt. •31., Mao; Mrs':-. C. D.
'r if.- B-' -X Nliir-.e otik IF-i 1 l•
L - Vesinillien, Rs I. Galden
P nii; Mrs. Vae Hart.. Rt. a,
Murray; Mailer Jerry • Brooks
Durein.-. R. , 3. Morrays Mr.
J' T'. 2uttand. R:. 8. Murray;
Mrs.' Harry Sutter. iit. I. Mar-
N,s Mt ' H - mer Crass. Rt. 1,
N.rksee; Mrs. Gesrge Whisehrair,
r . :11-1 leieby.ehsy-. Dover. Terin4
`I r r. y 1 It:Cies, 'Rs 3, tly rray:
Mr' Ch irSt• IA'es-co; fr.t4; :. 4. !wt.
V.••.: M32 WaSers, Hardin: Mr,.
rs.121.1 Swann. 403 Ni. 16th St..
... 'relay: Mrs. • Willard Beasley.
1. - Herein; Sir C ,leenan
Sett enard. Rt. '1. ••Alin.,: Nees
Tsui Csase i el bale -gni.
i -ey, . s s. Beyen
01:1_ ',Vay Rt. _L___Hazel; Mrs; -J
! .-s 1 Tsrker. 101 . Ss. l21 S; .
M s 7 .y. Mies D -net:E. Ray ,, Ke.e.
• R”`" ree.1111Y offered to and a 200-member steering corm- • . Mast, rlend Esocre about 175 million , mittee. ••-•••1 N.,i n. R: 4. 11. .0di llars for the nurpose of goods , Harlow H. Curtice. Presiden" Patients dism jased from Friday.from the Soviet blue of Countries of General Motors Corp . said January 10. to January 13, 1958.Syria signed a new trade agree- , the ISAIre bargaining objective%ii Collegtmenu of unspecific amount. is announced Monday are in keep-, Station, Murray. Mrs. JamesMiesecov Thursday. • Ins with the union's 'earlier
Fu:rell. 2. M..del, Tenn.-Ex press Some Concern 7hreat to exert its  tremendous _ Mr.. -Hete. en Werght, 524- EastSome COTICern 15 be:ng. ex- • en, tnornie power..••••
H.Ith. Union City, .Tend.;pressed in Western European L L. Colbert, .Chrysler Corp.
Sn•anda Arn 5035 6th • St..capitals -because more Sttention President. and Ernest R Breech. " • '
' Mr Pete K.nel. 100-was not paid to the Middle Ford Motor •C‘.. board chairman,
S4.)ruce. Murray:
North Atlantic _Treaty Organize- nopol.y eovens 
. Mrs. CharlesEastern situation is last week's b.rth relented *.o Reuther's *.•. mo-
as ..dafteerou,.. Ferrate H. 1. Dee:eV:Mr.. Russ.p 
lion meeting rn Paris: and' thernedou." discussing Vole,- Rt.. 1, Murray; Mrs. Samta 
The lune communique issued •a• • the NAW contract Pi' Pernyeer. .
the end of the meeting disnies.ed
the Middle East with . a few
generalities. •
Huivever. it is necessary to
; rerrierhber that the NATO meet -
ing lakted only 'Inuit days and
.,that problems of more irntnedive
concern took precedence. ,
There art signs that .the posi-
tion of the United St4tes and
it allies may improve .within
the next few. month. degree
Russia's determined carrpaign.
It -is renorteee in Washington
that P-oodent Eisenhower will
'scion name Charles W., Yost. a
veteran career diplomat.- as am-
bassador to Syria.
The United States and Syrile
have not maintained ambassador.
in each others' • capitals since
Angtiets
Nasser Worried •
It is persistently reported
President Gareale Abdel -Nasser
of ELvie es increasingly worried
over the dangerous tie-up of
his country's economy with Rus-
sia.
• One report( is that Nasser
has stared to ask for guarantees
regarding prices • and quality of
goods sent to Egypt by Wussia
and its -iiiellites. and that the
Russians are•annoyed.
The States recently
grant* .ity_t $600.000 in eco-
nomic - • .1 - the first since
Ras... ..'sure ed theor Suez
Cana: in 1956.
• Britain and France are nein-
* tailing with Fro-p: for revoratibn
•rad e relations, suspended
since the Suez criSis, and negiti-
toasts on Egypt's payment of
compensation- te • 'Cana: stock-
holders are to "..tar•
•
• ••
, ••--r- •
Police...
(COAtmi.;ed from Front Page
this morning - at , 11:45 • o'clock
at the intersection of South
Fourth arid Maple.
Police reported that a 1949.'
Pontiac two, door driven by i
James R Stewart of 1106 . Mule ,
beiry Street. had ,; tot puSed I
Is, a stop at the intersection when
a 1949 Ford two door. thesen
by Billy L. Wilson ,,f Route
three. _Hike!. rammed ens right
front fender According; to re-
ports, Mr. Wilson, who se as •head-
ed east on Maple• ens attempting
to turn south on 4th street s hen .
his steering gear apparently fain!
edseetriing 1.,
run into the Pontiac. Both cars
rece.ved censideralite damage but
the; dervert- weer- tot. injured.-- •
. The Ford belonged to • W C.
Wiisen. whose -son Was driving
the automobile at Me-writ of
• ee -the -strident.
Mrs. Hart....
(Continued from Front Page j
-sultant of the National Ci.rigres.
of Parents and Teachers will
cenduct the School of Histruc-
non. t
Special committee mest ings
Will bit held on Monday • Janeet:
20, from 1:30 t. In00 m Di • • •
Presidents and Chairmen's .n,-
ference will meet at 800 km.•
The executive corrirrit'ee will
 Hike entse4STednefelep-itsei-1--
uary 22. at 8 pm. and Thulrsday.
January 23. at 9 a nr, Mrs RaS-
mend Belton. Cern-Ili, president'
of Me-state PTA will pre-side •
Members of the .ta•et board
of' managers from District
ishu will all-6nd the meeting
are:
1st Distriel ,411rSeiW.
L. Benn'ise. Jr.. Paducah
Counce. -Advisor Mr.. .1: A.
s..;Gedberry. Paducah ,
:High School Clairniaz Mrs-.
george Hart. Man...y.
Pre - SChooJ Chairman , Mrs.
Lrluyd Graves, Wickliffe. . • - .
Trim.;
(Continued from Front Page)
nuic?--prerna. estric"-Inens
covismittee to name its own legal
and clerical assistants, -
The Cottengirn proposal calls
for a 1.6 member. _Minittee
while the Kingsbury resolution
would limit the group to 14
•11r1(2171het,
&eh tbe House and Senate
met h it r • meesings Monday
• • -Ye eh little business
was transacted. • In • he Senate
the main business was the nem-
' • c, and their
chairmen. -
Ruben. Allan Grogan. 1411 Vine
- nentel 
ris. RT. I. Farming. on: Mrs. Ed-
ward Chaenvick and baby boy'.
411 No. 12:h St.. Murray:. Mrs.
Walter J thnson an baby boy.
RI. 1, Bent'on; Mrs. L ellen Thorn
ents - te,be • girl. R:. 1. Hardin:
is. Howard Powell and. baby
4,, Rt. .2. Bereon; Mrs. Jahginie
Harvey and baby -Soy, Rt. 2,
Murray.: Mrs.. J. hnny
Dexter; Mr. W. A. Smith, Rr. 5,
Murray:- Mrs. David' Myers and
baby girl., Rt. I. Benton; Mr.
Ben Haley, Hardin; Miss Dorse
Croley, Rt. 4. Benton; Master
Jerry •Duncan. fit. 3, Murray;
Miss Paula ('rump. Golden Pond;
".--• H. C. Pa,chall, Poryear.
Master Tenn.
Much Ado About Almost Nothing
MEMPHIS. Tenn -1- - ens- All:one'
leuartment store exltiee Fred Gold:I/111th ygplained
Cold.-enIth did was to all work-
_Line
he job of potting an end to a
puddle f water on the floor.
When Goldmnith noticed the
water, he figured it was tane
fee- -a -new water heater. The
plumber was called A glass-lined
heater was suggested.
Hewever. acedtral air -condi-
Sorting unit blscked the alcovt
. hire the- heater was located.
Geldsinith called an electric
rn. All agreed it was e iing
Se a preblem getting the heate:
ren with the air •sonditioner
tartly in t4iet way.
teeth inter c..led an en-
ric At the din:ng room wall to
%Inver. There was_ta,,,X_A.-10v
TEACHER NAMED "ThspNCEE18'
WETERZBURG, Germany Ill -
A '25-year-old Salt Lake City,
Utah, schoolteacher has been
•een Wuerzburg's c a r n v al
pr.neens fur 1958. it WQS an-
nounced today. She is blond!
Carma Beggs, who teaches feurth
graders al the U.S. Army's Ben-
jamin Franklin Sch iol here. To
be elected a "Fasehing" princes
is cansidered aerten honor -in
any Gorman city. Fa-aching' is
G..rmany's version of Munn Gras
and lasts 45 days.
"Sht said Stokes. lr,q1
water. I saw- it and crateleo
:ndki thin to see wine caused
and r's sterling but a !Jose
te-nnectinn an one of the pipe
back -1*--there."
Stekes fixed it wi,h a wrench.
rldenith cancelee the equip-
ment and battery of wo-ferm,
Livestock
Report
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. LOUIS II? -L. Livestock:.
Sletestite-Serrert-trieserteeee
hely to 25 cents lower; sonnk
SOWS 50 cents lower: hulk U S
1-3 180 to -240 lb 19 to 19.50
sows 1-3 400 lb down 16 50 •••,
17.25.
Cattle 5.2011. Calves 700. Mod-
erately active and fully stead:,
1 good steers 22.50 to 24: goti.tn,i etvilei2 24.50 to 26; goi,.1, and choice heaifers and mixe.1
;yearlings 22 to 24.75; utility
l and cornenercial cows 15.50 0.17.50: bulls dull; little done
lvealers fl tower; geed -and chow,
26 to 32.
t - Sheep 1.200. Slaughter lands
about -. steady; sped and choice
wooled lambs 23 to 24.50; choke
' fall thorn 24; others not estab-
!;shed.
•
•
IIRFORMANCE
CHAMPION
Mercury outperforms every car in America-regardless of price.
Mercury's new money-saving Maouder V-8 engines bring
you more power FROM LESS GAS.
PROOF!
MORE POWER PER POUND THAN ANY OTHER CAR
HIGHEST- PRICED FIELD
. 111111E Mtge, 1 ter HP PEP 10X ill
CAR C-• 4675 1 310
__-
6631 .
CAP I__-- 4190 ', 345 75 16
'CARL 1 4842 J375'7745
LOW- PRICED FIELD
ICIFF WEIGNT He me PEI IMP lei
cAP C , 3489 -185 • -- 5302
CAR F.e. ' .3526 • 265 • 75 16
CARP
- - 3455 '225 66 12
CARP 3347 '215 6424
MEDIUM-PRICED FIELD
NUE , WEIGHT HP NP Pt, MILOS
CAR B 4201 300 71.41
CAR CH 4195 345 82 24
CARS 3690 295 79 95
CAR DS
CAR E
. 1930 305 77.61s
4230 345 81 56 "
CAR 0 4106 905 1 74 28
CARP 3940 - 285 1 72 34
°AR5 ,395 195 6627 
BIG M 4333.O 83.08
BASED ON 4-DOOR MODELS NON HIGHEST STANDARD HORSEPOWER-TO •111 14411T RATIO
NEW! HIGHEST HORSEPOWER IN THE FIELD!
By the most important yardstick of a car's per-
formance- power-per-pound --Mercury haa no
equal. It outclasses every full-sized car in
America.
In actual horsepower, Mercury nbt only leads
its field with 360 hp, hut surpasses all cars except
one-and that one costs almost $1.000 more.
NEW ECONOMY! MORE POWER FROM LESS GAS!
Mercury's champion.ship performance is the result
of a completely new family of money-saving
Marauder V-8 engines-one foe each series of
cars. 312 hp for the Montereys, 330 hp for the
Montclairs, and 360.hp for the Park Lanes. Theme
engines are of a revolutionary new Cod-Power
design. Power and fuel once lost to heat and fric-
tion are put to work, for you. You get morepower from less gos,
SPECIAL TO OWNERS OF TIE "IOW -PRICES 3"
Why mr•ttli. for less. than The l'erforrnanee
Champion" Mereurv pro es start below manymodels of smeller. far tea prtsverfut care!
..••• mom - J
Take 10 minutes to Test Drive the 258 MERCURY Performance Champion
WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So, 12th St. Phone 730
•-`
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COME OUT
AND SEE
THESE
SAVINGS
UP TO
5O!.
JANUARY
CLEARANCE
SALE!
ROSEN FIELD'S
5VARSITY SHOP
•
HERE'S THE
OPPORTUNITY YOU
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
QUALITY CLOTHING THAT IS
PRECISELY TO YOUR TASTE
AT REALLY LOW, LOW
PRICES!
...,-•••••• -•"1"
--•••airtYlboja
SUITS
SLACKS
SPORT COATS
CAR COATS
SWEATERS
SPORT SHIRTS
RilsiFiF L) sVAR SHOP
On Olive Across From Woods Hall
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Meets Tor
Hiezal WOW
will hold its
meet ing Thursc
woodman hall.
A full agendl
fh-e. evening th
lighted by the
pew officers I
Waylon Raybi
. .there will be al
"16 members.
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